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CHAPTER I
A DESCRIPTION OP THE STUDY
Introduction
Since participation in intramural and interscho-
lastic athletics has gained widespread popularity in
secondary schools, educators have long discussed the
contributions to both the ijhysiological and psychological
grov7th and development of students actively involved in
such programs » For years investigators have concentrated
on studying the psychological effects derived from phy-
sical activities* Scott listed seven categories V7hich
contribute most to the psychological development of the
individual due to participation in physical activities:
(1) changing attitudes; (2) improving social efficiency;
(3) sensory perception and responses; (4) developing a
sense of v;ell being—mental health; (5) providing rela-
xation; (6) providing psychosomatic relief; and (7) ac-
I
quiring skill,"
Although these general claims have not been fully
^M. Gladys Scott, "The Contribution of Physical
Activity to Psychological Development", Research Quar-
terly
.
31:308, Kay, 1960.
2supported by investigators inc3_uding Shepard and Jamerson/
Voltmer and Esslinger, Bucher and Dupee/^' Nixon and
Jev^ett, Obarteuffer, and others, at present there is
still only limited information about the relationships
that may exist betv?een ath.letic experience and the attain-
ment of spiecific self-perceptions and measurable traits
of personality.
This study is concerned with two areas of psycho-
logical development rn students who participate in various
levels of extracurricular sport activities within the
school system. The tv7o areas under investigation are;
(1) identification of specified personality traj.ts; end
(2) self evaluation of Body-Cathexis or Body-Image.*
2George E. Shepard and Richard E. Jamerson, Inter-
scholas tic Athletics
,
(New York; McGraw-Hill Book'"^''o77"
Inc.
,
1953 )
„
*^Edward F. Voltmer and Arthur A. Ess linger, The
Ojrganizat i
o
n and Administration of Physical Education
,
(New Yorlc: Appelton-Century-Crofts
,
Inc., 1949).
'Charles A. Bucher and Ralph K. Dupee, Jr., Athle-
tics in Schools and Colleges
,
(New York: The Center for
Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1965),
5John E. Nixon and Ann E. Jewett, Physical Education
Curriculum (New York; The Ronald Press Co., 1964).
^Delbert Oberterffer, Physical Education (Nev; York:
Harper and Brothers, 1956).
*For the purpose of emphasis Body-Cathexis and Body-
Image V7ill be capita} ized throughout this paper.
3A recent study of Kro?ul and Crenshaw relating per-
sonality traits to successful performance in athletics
inorcaued that certain personality characteristics:
(1) are prerequisites for success and that different
athletic activities necessitate different sets
of such characteristics,
(2) can be linlced to motivation for entry
,
conti-
nuing on, or dropping out of participation
in a sport; and
(3) can be affected by participat j.on and associated
experiences dependent upon both features found
in the particip>ation and the specif ied ‘ sport,.
The authors pointed out, however, that until nov7 "little
has been contributed to the formulation of any general
principles of personality factors in athletics,"®
Body-Cathexis, a term v;hich is used synonyir.ously
v/ith "Body-Image" is a difficult concept to define and
raoasure, Body-Cathexis
:
refers to the body as a x-^>'5ychological ex-
perience, and focuses on the individual's
feelings and attitudes tov;ards his own
body. It is concerned vrith the individual’s
subjective experiences V7ith his body and the f,
manner in v;hich he has organized these experiences,'’
VJalter Kroll and William Crenshaw, Multivar i ate
Pejgs o_nality Profile Analysis of Four Ath letic Grgups,
(A paper presented to the Second International Congress
of Sport Psychology, VJashington, D. C.
,
October, 1968), p, 1,
®Ibid
,
,
p, 2
,
9Seymour Fischer and Sidney E, Cleveland Body Image
and Pers onality (New York: Von Nostrand, 1958), ~p, X,
4This study is uot intended to be all inclusive with
regard to the psychological development of adolescence
ur uhe potential contribution of physical education and
other extracurricular sport activities. Rather, the
primary interest of this study is to ascertain the im-
plicacioris iu might have, if any, for the programs carried
on by physical educators, coaches and athletic directors.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to investigate the
relationshj ps
,
if any, betv7een specified personality
traivs and Body-Cathexis of iriale senior high school par-
ticipants and non-participants in athletics.
Participating seniors 'were classified into three
groups c
Ae Varsity athletes categorized by participation
in (1) fall sports, (2) winter and spring sports.
B. Intramural participants categorized by partici-
pation in (1) fall sports, (2) winter and spring
sports „ **
C, Ron-participants categorized by (1) students
who do not participate in any organized extra-
*ThG initials FV and WSV hereafter in this document
refer to fall varsity athletes and V7inter and spring var-
sity athletes respectively.
**The initials FI and WSI hereafter in this document
refer to fall intramural participants and VJinter and Spring
Intramural participants respectively.
5curricular sports activities at school butin sports activities outside school(2) students who do not participate in anvorpnized extracurricular sports activities atschool and do not participate in any sports
activities outside school,***
Specifically the investigation was conducted:
1. To compare personality traits of FV, WSV athletesFI, WSI participants, NPOSP and NPOSN non-parti-
'
cipants. ^
2, To compare Body-Cathexis of FV, WSV athletes
FI, WSI participants, NPOSP and NPOSN non-parti-
cipants.
intercorrelate obtained personality trait
indices and Body-Cathexis indices among each
of the five designated groups and to identify
personality correlates with Body-Cathexis.
Hypotheses
The objectives of this study are twofold:
1, To determine the relationship, if any, between
each personality trait as measured by the Gordon
Profile and the Grodon Inventory and Body-Cathexis
as measured by the Secord and Jourard Body-
Cathexis Test among (1) FV, WSV athletes, (2) FI,
WSI participants, and (3) NPOSP, NPOSN non-
'
participants
.
2, To identify the degree of intercorrelation between
each personality trait and the Body-Cathexis
score of the three participating treatment groups.
***The initials NPOSP and NPOSN hereafter in this do-
cument refer to students who do not participate in any
organized extracurricular sports activities at school but
participate in sports activities outside school, and stu-
dents who do not participate in any organized extracur-
ricular sports activities at school and do not participate
in any sports activities outside of school respectively.
6To expedite this investigation the following null
hypotheses were proposed for testing:
1. There are no differences (p<.05) in scores
on the individual personality traits between
individuals in the different treatment groups.
Treatment group one includes the varsity athletes
treatment group two includes the intramural
Participants and treatment group three includes
the non-participants.
2. There are no differences (p^ ,05) in scores
on the individual personality traits between
individuals in the different conditions. Con-
dition one includes FV athletes, FI participants
and NPOSP non-participants. Condition two
includes WSV athletes, WSI participants and
NPOSN non-participants.
3. Treatment groups do not interact with conditions
in scores on the individual personality traits.
4. There are no differences (p4.05) in scores
on the Body-Cathexis between individuals in
the different treatment groups. Treatment group
one includes the varsity athletes, treatment
group two includes the intramural participants
and treatment group three includes the non-
participants.
5. There are no differences (p<C.05) in scores
on the Body-Cathexis between individuals in the
different conditions. Condition one includes
FV athletes, FI participants and NPOSP non-
participants. Condition two includes WSV athletes,
WSI participants and NPOSN non-participants.
6. Treatment groups do not interact with conditions
in scores on the Body-Cathexis.
7. There is no significant correlation between Body-
Cathexis and each individual personality trait
among each of the following groups: (1) FV,
WSV athletes, (2) FI, WSI participants, and
(3) NPOSP, NPOSN non-participants (p<.05).
Limitations of the Study
The study was conducted under the following limi-
tations :
71, ncn--raridom sampling procedure was used in
tne study > On the day of testing all seniorspresent in each school v;ere tested,
2, Testing v;as done during the month of Octoboj:'
V7hich is the peak of the fall interscholast j c
season.
3, Kc attempt v;as made to account for any sports
activities other than those sanctioned by the
schoo.T o
4« This study, like all other studies V7hich uti-
lize paper and pencil tests to measure Body-
Image, is limited by the subjects attempt to
create a "halo effect".
5, No attempt vjas made to control the social desir-
ab i 1 i t Var i ab1e
«
Delimitations of the Study
Special delimiting factors involved in the study
\vcre
:
lo Only the eight personality traits measured by
the Gordon Personal Profile and the Q~ordon
Personal Inventory V7ere utilized as a measure
of personality.*
2, Only the forty-six body parts, attributes and
function.^ included in the Body-Cathexis Test
vrere utilized as a measure of Body-Cathexis.**
3. The subjects v;ere limited only to the number
of male senior students enrolled in the parti-
cip»ating schools during the 1969-70 academic
year.
*The tests are described in detail in the Procedure
Chapter.
**The test is described in detail in the Procedure
Chapter.
84« No distinction was made between first string
varsicy athletes and those sguad members who
are substitutes,
5. The investigator v/as concerned merely v/ith in-
vestigating L.ne present state and relationships
of pea.sonality traits and Body Image as they
relate to participaiiion and non—participation
in school athletics. There was no attempt to
establish any cause and effect relationship
among the experimtental variables.
Definition of Term.s
Personality,— "Personality is the dynamic organi-
i
zation vvith the individual of those psychophysical systems
tliat determine his unique adjustments to his environment,"^'^
The term personality j., as used in this investigation^
is limited by the meaning of the two standardized scales^
of the Gordon Personality Profile and the Gordon Personality
3:nventory. The eight personality traits identified by
Gordon are Ascendancy^ Responsibility, Emotional Stability,
Sociability, Cautiousness, Original Thinking, Personal
Relations, and Vigor, According to Cattell^^
"A trait is a collection of reactions
^Gordon VJ, Allport, Personality: A Psychological
Interpretation (Nev; York: Henry Holt and Company, 1937), p, 48.
*For the purpose of emphasis the personality traits
identified above v/ill be capitalized throughout this paper,
^
^Raymond B . C atte 1 1 , Description and Measurement
.
of Personality (New York: World Book Company, 1946), p. 61,
oir iTGsponses bound, by sonio bind oj: unity
vjhich permits the responses to be gathered
under one term and treated in the same
fashion for most purposes.,
.
an empirical concepts It is
construct or entity ^^?hich we
tal structure* and by reason
particular behavior sequence
. « It is
a convenient
call a 'men-
of which the
in question
reappears repeatedly in a consistent and
recognizable forme"
athexi
s
,—For the purpose of this study the
term: Body—Cathexis" is used as a synonymous term v/ith
"Body-Image". Body-Image is a "theoretical construct
i
that has been deviseo as a frame of reference in terms
of V7hich the physical aspect of the concept of self can
12be studied. For the purpose of this study Body-Image
is defined as that v;hich "compr j.ses all of a pe.r,son‘s
pejrceptions
,
beliefs, and expectancies v;ith respect to
his body's st.ructure, function, and appearance Or
. the body as a psychological experience, and fo-
cuses on the individual's feelings and attitudes toward
.1 4hrs body."
Non-participant .—Any individual v;ho is completely
12William W. Sloan, "A Study of the Relationship
Bctv;cen Certain Objective Measures of Body Image and
Performance on a Selected Test of Motor Abilities."
(Unpublished Master Thesis, University of Maryland, 1963),
Pc 5
.
.1 3
"'Sidney M. Jourard, Personal Adjustment (New York:
MacMillan Company, 1963), p. 123.
^^Fisher and Cleveland, op. cit .
,
p. X.
10
disassociated from any school organized extracurricular
I sport activities.
I
^
partic ipant .—Any individua], who x^ar-
ticipates voluntarily within the school organized pro-
gram in a supervised team, individual or group physical
activity.
j
sth 1 e te . --Any individual who has partici-
^
pated for at least one year in interscholastic comioetition.
' For the purpose of this study sports events 'will
I
I
be categorized in the follovjing order:
yarsity fall sports .-—Football, soccer, cross-country.
I
Vars ity winter and spring sports .--Basketball
^
track
' and field, gymanstics, skiing, swimming, hockey, golf,
I
baseball, tennis.
Intramural fall sports .—Touch football, soccer,
I cross-country
«
I
' Intramural vjjnter and spring sports .--Basketball,
I
;
track and field, gymnastics, sv/imming, badrainton, tennis.
Significance of the Study
I
The two areas under investigation in this study,
I
personality traits and Body-Cathexis
,
are intimately
‘ bound and play a major role in the psychological dynamics
1
j
among adolescents, Schilder expresses the re3.ationships
i
j
between personality and Body-Image vjhen he points out
that
:
11
Bodies are after all not isolated entities.
The body and the body-image are always the*body and the body-image of a personality
which expresses itself in the body. Thebody-image is never an isolated part of our
existence but is a part of every experience.
The human personality is a personality with
a body which expresses itself in the body-image and only on the basis of the under-
standing of the body-image can we under-
stand the personality fully.
Various personality theorists have indicated the
intimate ties between personality and Body-Image. Freud
placed great emphasis on Body—Image
^
both explicitly and
implicitly. Body—Image was^ for him^ another means of
describing how the initially undifferentiated organism
develops an organizational structure. Freud saw the
Body-Image as fundamental to the development of an ego.
In his book. The Ego and the Id
^
he states, "The ego is
first and foremost a body ego; it is not merely a sur-
face entity but it is itself the projection of a surface.
The authorized Translator of this work (Joan Riviere)
appended the following note in clarification of Freud's
statement: "that is, the ego is ultimately derived from
bodily sensations, chiefly from those springing from the
^^Paul Schilder, "Image and Appearance of the Human
Body", Psyche Monog
.
No, 4, Kegan, Paul, 1935.
X6Sigmund Freud, The Ego and the Id
,
(London:
Hogarth Press, Ltd., 1927), p. 31.
12
Eurx-Ece of the body. It may thus be regarded as a mental
projection o.l the surface of the body,
* .
"
/^dler vjas not explicitly concerned v;ith Body-Image
but many of his descriptions of personality dynamics are
lich V;.ith implicit Body-Image references. His theory
is chat v;nen an individual perceives an aspect of his
body as inferior he generalizes his inferiority to his
total concept of himself. Relating Body-Image to phv-
Sj_cai activities Schilder indicates that the individual
alters his picture of himself with each new posture and
shift in stance. I’he individual perceives his body dif-
ferently as patterns of muscle tones vary. Situations
wnicn ser v/p unu^siial patterns of tones (e„g.^ gymnastics)
mz.y crimulate feelings of body strangeness. There is also
a varying pattern of stimulation of the skin surface v?hich
effects the perception of one's body.
The Body-Image is an integral part of the self con-
cept. In cur society, and particularly among adolescents,
the self-ideal includes values and ideals vdiich pertaj.n
to the a.ppearance and function of the body.
The jjublic self v/hich a person constructs
) 7/iJfred Adler, Problems of Neurosj.s (Nev; York:
Cosiaojoo.l itan Book., 19301.
18
' Pau 1 Sch i 1der
,
The Image and Appearance of the
Human Body (Nev7 York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 19S0').
13
includes not only beliefs which the indi-
vidual 'wants others to affirm with respect
to his personality, they also include beliefs
the person 'i/ants others to hold concerning
the appearance and function of his body.“"^
Ihe two areas under investigation seem particularly
important to adolescents^ Although personality traits
of cidolesoents are established by the time they reach
the end of high school, changes might occur through edu-
cational experiences in high school. The period is marked
by great physical change and rapid growth of all parts
of the body. Concommitant emotional upheavals are con-
sidered to have their repercussions and expression in
the adolescent's attitude tovjard his body.
Extracurricular sport activities play a major role
in promoting a v/ide range of educational experiences to
students. It is natural, therefore, that physical edu-
cators, coaches and athletic directors should gain better
understanding of psycho-physical concepts, and their in-
tegration in the behavior of young people.
The findings of this study may help coaches and
physical educators realize the relationships that exist
between Body-Cathexis and certain personald.ty traits among
students v;ho participate in various levels of extracur-
19
Jourard, op, cit
., p. 125.
14
ricular sports activities in school and outside of school.
Furthermore identifying the extent of such relationship
among the various groups might suggest to educators and
researchers in particular possible approaches to more com-
prehensive scientific investigation of the causes of such
relationship. it is the author's hope that information
revealed by this study may serve as a future guide for
boch professional physical educators and educational ad-
rcinis tracors in cxi^loring and studying the role and con-
tributions of extracurricular sports activities within
the educational system.
15
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
J.he rocas of this chapter does not present an ex-
haustive reviev7 of the literature; rather it attempts
to identify the literature which is related to the present
investigation and^ also to present selected material v;hich
gave direction to the study.
The material of this chapter is organized into two
major sections each dealing independently V7ith a parti-
cular asjject of the study. The first section presents
the concept of Body-Image and^ particularly^ the Body-
Image as a f-.ctc.r in personality^ Several studies that
have 'utilized the same instruments employed in this study
are cj.tedc The second section reviev/s some of the re-
levant research that has been conducted x-’srtainj.ng to
the personality of athletes. Because of the limited
studies of personality traits on the high school levels
college studies v;ere also included. 7J.1 the studies are
grouped in three sub-sections. The first two present
20
Fcr those interested in additiona.1 literature
see: (.1) Scyraour Fisher and Sidney E. Cleveland, Body
Image and Per r.
o
nal ity (New York: Dover Publication Inc.,
1968 and (27 Pau?. Schilder, The Image and Appear ance c f
the Human Body, (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1964).
16
studies conducted on the high school and college levels
respectively dealing mainly with individuals who have
participated in athletic activities and a corresponding
group of non-participants, and studies pertaining more
precisely to personality differences among athletes in
given sports at various levej.s of performance
«
Body-Image
o ——The concept of "Body—Image “ or "BodV'
Scheme" v;as initially postulated vjithin the framewcrl:
of neurology in order to explain disorders of movement
and sensationo Henry Read, a Briti.sh neurologist vjas
lesponsible ror the description and development of one
of the first basic concepts of the Body—Image, as vjell
as fcr the interpretation of its significance in the
7 1perception of body function^ Head's neuroJ ogical ori-
cntat5on led him to formulate a body-scheme composed of
physiological dispositions organized in the sensorimotor
. 77cortex with no psychical equivalent,'’'
Kead'^s postural concei:>t of the Body-Image was con-
23 Lawrence Kolb, "Disturbances of the Body-Image",
in Silvano Arieti (ed, ) American Handbook of Psychiatry ,
(Nev7 York: Basic BoojCS, InCc, 1959), p, 750.
^ 2^ Richard C, Oldfield and Oliver L.
Concept of the Schema and its Application
British Psychology", Brit, .Tourn, Psychol .,
1942, p, 267.
Zangv;ill, "Head'
in Conteittporary
,
32:267-06,
s
17
veyed in his statement
By means of perpetual alterations in
position we are always building a modal
of ourselves^ v/hich constaiit3.y changes*
Every nev7 posture or movement is registered
on this plastic schema and the activity
of the cortex brings each fresh group of
sensations evoked by altered posture into
relation vnlth it*"^"^
Taking a different but not contradictory view of
Body-Image Schilder proposed a theory of the Body-Image
which includes not only the individual's personal per-
ceptions and sensations concerning the body, but in ad-
dition a sociological meaning for both the individual
and the society* He indicated that "Image of the human
body means the picture of one's body the individual forms
in his mind* I mean, the v;ay in which the body appears
to him*"
Schilder points cut that he has used the term "image"
rather than "schema" to emphasize the idea that the per-
ception of the body is more than merely an integration
of sensation* He states that
.
although it has come
through the senses, it is more than a sum of the perception
2
''Henry Head, Stud ies in Neurology * (London: Hodder,
Stroughton, and Oxford Press, 1920), vol, 11:723*
2/1
'Paul Schilder, "Localization of the Body-Image
(Postural Model of the Body)," Research Publications of
the Ass'n* of Nervous and Mental Diseases * 13:466, 1934*
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and representations, it is a unit, it is a tri-dimensional
organization of the human organism. It is based on phy-
siological data, but these get their final synthesis by
the personality. " ^
^
Both Schilder and Head agree that: "The Body-Image
IS -CO be thought of not as something that is static, but
in cerms of a dynamic process that constantly repatterns
icsel.L unaer the continuous stream of influences exerted
through the ever'-varying afferent impressions and sen-
sations.
"
In presenting a rather comprehensive overview of
Eiidy*-xiaage literature, Critchley defined the concept by
V7.rira nci
The expression Body-Image.
. . refers
to the mental idea v?hich an individual
possesses as to his own body and its phy-
sical £ind aesthetic attributes.
. « •
The Body-Iamge, be it realized, lives "on
the fringe of awareness" and is by no means
obstrusive in ordinary circumstances. It
is, ho'wever, available and can be brought
into consciousness as soon as the stream
of attention voluntarily or involuntarily
focuses upon it.'^
Ibid.
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'^O'osef Gerstmann, "Psychological and Phenomenolo-
gical Aspects of Disorders of the Body-Iamge", Journ. Nerv
and Hent . Pise ase
,
126:499-512, 1958, p, 500.
^Macdonald Critchley, "The Body Imcige in Neurology"
Lancet
,
1:335 and 337; 1950.
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There is no agreement as to whether or not Body--
Image is a phenomenon of the conscious or the unconscious *
Ox, if existing in both, there is no specification as to
the conditions under vjhich it is in one, or the other,
both s imul cane ous ly o Head and Holmes^^ state that
ic is more or less conscious*'’ Gerstm.ann argues that
it exists "outside of central consciousness* " Scott^^
calls it a "conscious or unconscious integration of sen-
31
sa-c.ions, etc." Critchley calls it a "mental idda,"
thereby indicating its relative accessibility to conscious-
ness «.
In a survey dealing vrith the development of the
Body-Image concept Fisher and Cleveland stated that:
Body-image is a term v;hich refers to the
body as a psychological experience, and
focuses on the individual's feelings and
attitudes tov/ard his body. It is concerned
vjith the individual's subjective experiences
v;ith his body and the manner in V7hich he has
'''Henry Head and Gordon Holmes, "Sensory Disturbances
from Cerebral Lesions", Brain
, 1911, 34:102-127.
29
' Oosef Gerstmann, "Problem of Imperception of Disease
and of Irnpared Body Territories with Organic Lesions, Re-
lation to Body Scheme and its Disorders," Arch, Neurol.
Psychiat
.
1942, 48:890-913,
30
W. C. M. Scott, "The 'Body Scheme' in Psychotherapy,"
Brit, J, Med . Psychol.
,
1949
,
22 : 139-150
.
^^Critchley
,
op, cit
.
.
p. 335-340,
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organized these experiences c . « , TheBody-Iamge is literally an image of hisbody vjhich the indi%Hf.Qal has evolved
through experience.
The authors indicate^ however, that "Body-Image" is ap-
parencly still "a loose, generalized term v;ith very fev;
specific connotations."^^
V^ittreich and Grace defined the concept in the
follov/ing manner:
* • » * many situations the major com~
ponent of the prediction about the self
is what has commonly been termed the ’Body-
Image' or 'body-scheme'. We can therefore
define the Body-Image as 'a set of probably
behavior or expectancies of an individual/
specifically referred to his body, and in-
ferred from his past and present behaviors.*
Hence,
_^in every percept, or in every act,
the individual is making some prediction
as to what his body can or vjill do,*^'
Kyle has summarized the trends in investigations
of the Body-Image
sivo treatments of
concept as he found them in the exten-
o r
the subject by Fisher and Cleveland.
*^2
Fisher and Cleveland, (1958) op. cit
. ,
p. 111.
33
Ibid
.
,
p. XI.
34
VZarren J. Wittreich and Marea Grace, "Body-Image
Development", Progress Report to the Office of Naval
Research, Bethesda, Maryland, 1955, p. 6.
35David Kyle, "Relation of Performance in DravJing
the Human Figure to Form. Perception and Reading Achievement."
(Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Human Development Education
Dept, University of Maryland, 1961), p, 18.
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These trends are briefly restated belov/:
Some evidences suggest that the Body-Image
schema functions as a reference frame which
influences a person’s perception and agility
to accomplish given tasks
„
2« Body-Image is usually presented as a psycholo-
gical variable developing slowly over time
through learning processes in v.liich the indi-
viduaj. experiences his body in many situations
»
It is by many authorities considered the center
of the ego structure*
3, Several theorists believe tVie Body-Image j.s
a model against v;hich the individual compares
his perceptions* Anatomically this model is
linked with: the parietal area of the brain*
4* Body-Image distortions are v?ide in range including
feelings of loss of body boundaries, deperson-
alization, unrealistic qualities, and confusion
iOg ard i.vig 1ater al i ty *
5 * When an individual suffers radical cliange or
vlamage to his body, he resists acknov/ledgment
of this actu<ality* Hov/ever, v;hen this change
is incorporated into the Body-Image schema the
c'hange is often shovm by great sensitivity to
the changed area.
6* The Body-Image can be a force in fixing the
type of body inability when body malfunction
is an expression of some psychological stress*
7* The instruments v/hich have been incorporated
in studies of Body-Image are numerous*
Most of the recent vrork that is relevant to the
problejn of the present study operates under a definition
of the Body-Image that is oriented along lines similar
to those proposed by Schilder* "The emphasis is placed
u.pon the cultur^Al cr social value of the body and the
implications in the perception of the body for the indi-
22
vidual's interpretation of experience.
The body and Body-Image as a factor in oersonAm-y
—
In 1927, the importance of the concept of Body-Image for
psychiatry and psychology was highly recognized when Freud
stated that "the ego is first and foremost a body ego."^^
"t^enslator Riviere, added that "the ego , , , may
thus be regarded as a mental projection of the surface
38of the body." Freud's emphasis upon the various parts
and orifices of the body as foci of libidinal striving
serves to further illustrate his conception of the body
as a significant factor in psychological development.
Along similar psychoanalytic lines, Linn states:
Although a complex of psychic functions
subsumed under the term ego, the Body-Image
concept as elaborated by Schilder is certainly
a basic part of that complex, so that studies
concerning the early development of the ego
are sure to shed light on the formation of
the Body-Image, and conversely, information
concerning the origin of the Body-Image
must conj^ibute to our understanding of
the ego.
Murphy and Schilder are reported by Katcher and Levin
3 6
Kolb, op. cit
.. p. 751.
3 7
Freud, op. cit
.. p. 31.
38
Ibid.
Louis Linn, "Some Developmental Aspects of the
Body-Image," Internet. Journ, Psychoanal.
.
36:36-42, 1955,
p. 36.
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to place considerable significance on the part Body-Image
plays in ego and self-functions. In a majority of the
personality theories which the latter two discuss, the
personal differentiation of the body surface from the
rest of the environment is assumed to be the first stage
in the formation of the ego,
41Bonniwell in reviewing the psychoanalytic liter-
ature as reported in Murphy's Personality^^ indicated
that:
. .
.
psychoanalysts attribute the dif-
ferential personality development of boys
and girls to anatomical differences they
indicate by their fantasies about the ori-
gins of bodily characteristics. It is
possible, they feel, that these reactions
and fantasies do result in different Body-
Images for different boys and girls. They
hold body size and the child's image of
it relative to that of others may be of
particular importance in determining early
and life social interactions. Lastly, they
hold that a child's role and status might
vary depending upon his age, his perception
of his role, and upon the persons and objects
in his environment.
40Allan Katcher and Max Levin, "Children's Conception
of Body Size," Child Development
, 1955, 26, p, 103.
41Hank Bonniwell, "The Effects of Participation in
a Physical Developmental Clinic on the Body-Image of
Neuromuscularly Disorganized Children." Master of Arts
Thesis, U. of Maryland, 1962.
42 /Gardner Murphy, Personality
,
(New York: Harper,
1947).
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Johnson, attempting to check Second and Jourard*
findings that attitn.de toward the body is a significant
factor in one's attitude tov;ard self, presents informa-
tion designed to discover body attitude stability and
investigates its relationship to somatic complaints
„
The outcome confirmed Second and Joura.rd's findings.
From Johnson's statements in the summary, the author is
led to believe that the .rejection of one's self because
of Body-.f.mage problems of any kind v/cu?Ld be evidenced by
a lev; Body->Image and have ramifications which would re-
quire careful assistance by trained v;orkers to repair
or adjust. The acceptance of one's se.lf regardlesvs of
one^s handicaps is necessary if adjustment and positive
views cire to be achieved.
Commenting about the function of the body in the
development of the self,. Symonds states:
The body is particularly valued arid
becomes the core of later self value be-
cause it is the source of pleasure cind
pain and because it is the tool or the
vehicle for achieving satisfaction. Not
Paul Secord and Sidney M. Jourard, "The Ap-
praisal of Body Cathexis: Body Cathexis and the Self,"
O'ournc Consulto Psych o.l.
,
17:343-47, 1953.
//
‘
‘).;ava.rne C, Johnson, "Body Cathexis as a Factor
in Somatic Complaints," Journ. of Consult. Psychol.,
1956, 20, p. 149.
" ‘ -- - -
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only does satisfaction take place v.’ithin
tho body but also the body, after skills
of grasping, locomotion, and control of
the eyes have been acguired, becomes a
tool for attaining satisfaction/-'^
Combs and Snygg stress the importance of the body
factor in the development of a conductive perception
of self*, Ir is their contention thatt
Since the body is the most constant
aspect of our experience, it is not sur-
prizing that it should play a very large
part in the defining of the x^henomenal
selfc For most people, the smooth running
body in good condition is likely to make
the ouner feel adequate, competent, and in
control of situations.. Poor physical con-
dition, on the other hand, may result in
the definite. on of the phenomenal seif as
in some fashion humiliated.
Investigating the relationship between Body-Image
and self concept in subjects in competitive and non-com'
potitive program of jaliysical education, Read,^*^ \-7ho uti
lizod the sarae instrument used in this study found no
.significant differences betv/een the tv;o groups. On the
York
:
^5
Percival H« Symonds, The Eg o and the Self. (Nev;
Ap]pleton-Centu.ry-Crofts
,
Inc.., 1951), p. 67.
vx 46
^ Ajrtihur 11
Behavior
,
(Nev; Y
, Combs and Donald Snygg, Individua
oxk: Harper & Brothers, 1949), p. 77 o
A 7
Donald A, Read, "The
and Noji-CompC'titivG Prog.rams
Body Image and Self Concept"
sertation, Boston University,
Influence of Competitive
of Physical Education on
(Unpublished Doctoral Dis-
Massachusetts
,
1968 )
.
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OL-l'.ei hand testing the same groups, the subjects v/ithin
each group who \iere classified as constant winners had
significantly higher positive Body Image and self con-
cept than subjects that V7ere constant losers. Read con-
cluded from the findings that "physical education can
be beneficial not only in a physical sense, but in a
psychological sense as well,"^'^
In another study v/hich utilized the same Body-Image
49
rnstrunient, Sloan* v?ho investigated the relationship
betv;een Boay-Image and motor abilities reports that a
"college man V7hc has a high positive perception of his
body ’Would be more J.iicely to also possess a higher levei
of jaotor ability than would a man v;ho held a negative
60
attitude toward his body."'
Commenting on the physical aspect of the self in
development of the healthy personality Johnson and his
•associates have proposed that:
. c- « vjhen the physical base of the per-
sonality becomes reasonably solid, and
large and sraall muscles are brought under
control, the persoii's intellectual and
emotional components have greater opportunity
A8
Ibid.
,
p. 50,
49William W. Sloan, op„ cit .
10
.,.,
.~^^Ibid
. , p. 79 o
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for maturation and expression vjithin the
social context.
Supporting the same point of viev7 and its importance
cimong adolescents Jersild indicates thati
The adolescent's physical abilities-—his
speed, strength, and capacity for bodily
activity-^—have an important effect uoon
his approach to life, his conception of
himself, and the role^he plays :1 n his re-
lations with others.
He mentions elsewhere that, "In one way or another phy-
sical activities are important j.n helping the young person
'CO find himself and to find himself in relationships with
,.53
others .
"
In a discussion of physical activity as a psychia-
tric tool. Layman has indicated that the concept of or-
ganisffiic unity implie.s that the motor development of the
individual is inseparable from his personality develop-
54
mentc On this topic she says;
51
'V\farren Johnson, "Some Psychological Aspects of
Physical Rehabilitation: Toward an Organismic Theory,"
Journ. Assoc, for Phys. Ment. Rehabil
.
,
16 : 165-68
,
1962
,
p„ 165.
52
-Arthur T. Jersild, Th e Psychology ojp the Adoles cent .
(New York: MacMillan Company, 1957), p. 60.
53
Ibid
. ,
p. 61.
5 <^
'Emma Layman, "Physical Activity as a Psychiatric
/adjunct," in Warren R. Johnson (ed.), Science and Medicine
of Exercise and Sport, (Nev7 York: Harper & Brothers,
19601, p. "7ld.
Ie tViis conc0pt hcis vQli.d.ity
^
it \voulcl
be expected that in the psychiatric patient
there v;ouId be motor dysfunction^ and that
a therapeutic approach through motor acti-
,
vities would result in psychological change
I.ayman emphasis,es, however^ that although a posi-
tive relationship has been demonstrated betv/een oerson-
ality dynamics and physical factors (sports^ recreational
activities^ motor abilities)^
. e there are indica-
tions that under some circumstances, v;ith some groups,
and for certain individuals, physical education and ath-
letic activities seem to be unrelated to mental health,
or may be detrimental to it»"
Layman identifies several conditions that must be
met in order that programs of exercise and sports make
positive contributions to mental health and social a.d-
The activities should be such as to
encourage the development of organic health.
. .
The activity program should be available-
to all^, and not to just a small, select
group of 'superior athletes', , „ , Ac-
tivities should be geared to individual
differences in ability and interests. , « .
Physical education teachers and coaches
Ibid ,
Emma Layman, "Contribution of Exercise and Sport
to Mental Health," in Warren R, Johnson, (ed.
)
Science
and Medicine o f Exercis e and Sports
,
(Nev; Y,orlc: Harper
Brothers, I960), p. 58 7.
sliodld dvoid. pi'ofGssionP.l. isolcit.i.on and
siiould \s^o.c‘lv v/iv'.ii pa3r©nts and othar taacliGirs
as v^ell as with representatives of other
disciplines in making the student's total
experience a constant one v/hich is oriented
toward developing a discriminating system
of values and toward meeting the unique
individualized emotional needs of each
^
member of the group, '
y • The first part of this section presentfs
information related to the interpretation of the Body-
Image concept c Tv;o m.ajor approaches v/ere presented.
The fi.tst approach^ as represented by Kead^ is concerned
with the rieuro.logical interpretation of the process where-
by a "body-scheme"
y
or schemata^ is formulated, "The
first function of the schemata is to provide permament.
yet continuously modified^ physiological dispositions
v.diich^ acting in cooperation v/ith the immediate clues,
can endov,-' perception vjith the determinativeness of v^hich
58
we are in fact aware,"
The second approach is more psycriOcinalytically ori-
ented, In addition to the purely unconscious physiolo-
gical representation of the location of the body and its
parts in space and time, this approach takes into consider
ation the "value" and "social" functions that the body
^“^
Ibid
, ,
p, 589,
58Oldfield and Zangvrill, op , cit , , p, 272,
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may have in personality dynamics
„
In the second part of this section various psycho-
logical aspects of the body and Body-Image role in per-
vjonality Vvere piesenizedo Several contentions regarding
the role of the body in the development of the psycho-
analytic ego construct v;ere presented. The relationship
between Body-Image and the self concept illustrates the
importance of proper body use in order to deal effectively
v;ith the surrounding environment, A fev^ studies vjere
cited regarding the importance of sound physical develop-
ment for healthy personality.
Both parts reveal the importance of the individual's
perception of his body and the vital part it plays in
every day life.
Personality Traits of Athletes
Studies conducted on the high school level,—In
1934, Shannon initiated a series of studies concerning
intelligence among college and high school students V7ith
different athletic involvements. The first of these studies
in high school vjas conducted in cooperation with Snoddy, ""
116 athletes and 166 non-athletes in their last tv?o ye£irs
69
marvin L„ Snoddy and John R. Shannon, "Standaird-
ized Achievements of Athletes and Non-Athletes," Social
PyOview
,
47:610-612, 1939.
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of high scnool were tested using three standardized achieve
ment tests (Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Abi-
lity, Higher Examination--Form D, and Myers-Ruch High
School Progress Test—Form A). The two groups were found
to be essentially equal in intelligence
«
In 1940, Carter and Shannon^^ studied high school
athletes and non-athletes from ten small high schools,
and corajjared social adjustment and personality traits.
Compareo by che Symonds Adjustment Questionnaire and a
score car<-i on personality traits, the athletes excelled
in the traits of leadership and in the more "social"
items, (social life of the school, other pupils, home,
and family).
6 TBiddulph, employing the California Test of Per-
sonality, compared the personal and social adjustment
of high school boys of high athletic achievem.ent with
the adjustment of boys of lovz athletic achievement. He
found that students ranlcing high in athletic achievement
demonstrated a significantly greater degree of personal
60Gerald C. Carter and John R. Shannon, "Adjust-
ment and Personality Traits of Athletes and Non-Athletes",
School Review
,
48:127-138, Feb.
,
1340.
A *1
"Lowell G. Biddulph, "Athletic Achievement and the
Personal and Social Adjustment of High School Boys",
Research Quarterly
„
25:1-7, March, 1954.
and social adjustment than did students
athletic achievement.
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ranking low in
62
Merriman investigated the relationship of per-
sonality traits to motor ability. The California Psy-
chological Inventory and the Phillips Jump Chin Run Test
were administered to 808 high school boys. The subjects
V7ere classified as fo.llows: upper and lower motor abi-
lity groups* achletes and non—athletes matched according
to m.otor-ability scores; and participants in tov;n sports,
porticipants in individual sports, and participants in
town - individual sports. The upper motor ability group
scored significantly higher than the lov;er m.otor ability
group on the measures of poise, ascendance, and self-
assurance and on the measures of intellectual and interest
modes. From the fact that fev; significant differences
in personality traits v,’ere found when athletes and non-
athletes were matched according to motor ability, the
inference might be drawn that motor ability rather tlian
participation in athletics is a potent factor in the de-
velopment of personality traits,
6 3Slusher, in his study of high school athletes,
C3 ?
^'Burton J. Mer.riman, "Relationship of Personality
Traits to Motor Ability", Research Quarterly
.
31:163-173,
May, I960,
G
Howard S, Slusher, "Personality and Intelligence
Char acteri.s tics of High School Athletes and Non-Athletes,
Research Quarterly, 35:539-540, December, 1964,
II
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compared the personality profiles of high school athletes
and non-athletes as measured by the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory, and intelligence as measured by
the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test. Subjects for the
study v;ere 100 non-athletes and 400 athletes, including
100 baseball players, 100 basketball players, 100 foot-
ball players, fifty swimmers, and fifty wrestlers. Slusher
in discussing the results of his study, found that on
'-•^iiicence and femininity scaj.es all athletic groups
scored significantly lov^er than the non—athletic grou]D*
Relative to hypochondriasis, which suggests abnormal con-
cern for bodily functions, worry, and preoccupations v;ith
physical symptoms and somatic processes, all athletic
groups, exce^Dt svrimmers, scored significantly higher than
the non- athletic group.
Studies conducted on the college level .—In their
early studies of athletes and non-athletes at the college
level, Shannon and Eaton^'^' were concerned with intelligence.
They evaluated. 619 students from Indiana State Teachers
College. The athletes were all high school letter V7inners
and the non-athletes V7ere the non-letter v7innerSo Using
r/.
‘Dorothy Eaton and John R. Shannon, "College Careers
of Athj.Gt.Gs and Non-Athletes", S chooj. Reyievr
,
42:356-361,
1934.
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the standardized psychological entrance examination for
freshiiien the authors reported that students who had earned
letters in high schoo.l v;ere levss intelligent tlian the
non-athletes e The same study was conducted four years
later by Shannon '' using 3 55 subjects^ but this time
no significant difference was found in intelligence test
scores
.
In 1941 Sperling^^ explored the problem of person-
ality adjustment and achievement in physical education
activities in his unpublished Ph.D„ dissertation* He
tested 171 athletes on varsity teams
^
138 athletes in
intramuralSp and 126 non-athletes at City College of
New YorjC* His tests v^ere the Smith Huma'n Behavior In-
ventory^ and the Guilford Introversion-Extroversion scale;
the Allport Ascendance-Subrriission Reaction Scale, and
the Allport-Vernon Study of Values* The findings of
Sperling’s study showed a statistically significant dif-
ference in the personality patterns of the varsity and
intramural groups* It vjas found that in the personality
adjustment scores, ascendance and extroversion, the
“'Oohn R* Shannon, "Scores in English of High School
Athletes and Non-Athletes", School Reviev; , 46:128-130, 1938.
Abraham P. Sperling, "The Relationship Bctvjeen
Personality Adjustment and Achievement in Physical Education
Activities", Research Quarterly , 13:351, 363, 1942.
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varsity and intraraural groups proved to be reliably su-
perior to the non-athletic group. In attitude, the ath-
lete group proved to be more liberal minded, but the
differences among the various groups were not statistically
signifleant
e
In in ceres cs or motivationa3. values the
varsity and intramural groups vjere shown
to be more significantly motivated by a
^Gsire for pov7er and to a lesser extent
by a social love for people c The non-
athletic group was indicated to be rcgre
aesthetic and theoretically minded. ^
There were no signirreant personality trait differences
between the varsity and intramural groups examined in
this study.
Sperling's study revealed small and consistent
but not stat:!.stj.cally significant, personality trait
differences betv/een participants of varsity individual
sports and varsity group sports. The differences indi-
. cated that the individual sport groups were inclined in
the same direction as the non-ath].ete group.
In order to ascertain V7hy some individuals prefer
or respond to certain types of activities V7hile others
may be reached by activities of quite different types.
36
Flanagan^® administered a personality inventory to six
groups of male college students who were taking activity
courses on a voluntary basis. Since there was no selec-
tive influence other than the free choice of the subjects
in determining v;hat physical activities they participated
5.n^ Flanagan concluded that groups who spontaneously
select one physical activity course in preference to
another demonstrate that personality is a factor in making
the selection.
ihe Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
69
v;as used by Booth in studying personality traits of
athletes. He found that the varsity ath.letes and the
upper-class non-athletes scored significantly higher than
ti.i.e freshmen ath3.etes and non-athletes on the Dominance
item. It is of interest to note that there v/ere no sig-
nificant differences betvzeen the mean score of any MMPI
variable for the freshmen participants in individual and
teara sports. Even though the MliPI is generally conside.red
a test for abnormality^ the study determined that dif-
ferences in personality do exist betv7een athletes and
6pLance Flanagan^, "A Study of Some Personality
Traits of Different Physical Activity Groups", Research
Ouarter ly, 22:3 j.2-323, October, 1951.
69
E. G, Booth, Jr., "Personality Traits of Athletes
as Measured bv the MMPI", Research Quarterly, 29:127.
May, 1958.
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non-athletes
,
.70Litchard used the Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule in comparing college varsity athletes who were
letter winners, non-letter winners, and non-athletes.
He found that there were significant differences between
the letter winners, non-letter winners, and non-athletes
in their performance on the EPPs. In general, his study
indicated that the individuals likely to participate
in intercollegiate athletics would tend to score high
on the achievement variables. In view of the beliefs
held about athletes, as Litchard points out, it was sur-
prising to find that the non-letter winners scored higher
than the letter winners on the dominance variable, which
is associated with athletic success.
. 71Lakie in doing a study of personality characteris-
tics of athletes, had the opinion that one should gener-
alize personality traits in any specific group at one
institution. For his study, he administered an Attitude
70Robert Litchard, "A Comparison of Scores on the
EPPS of college Athletes and Non-Athletes," unpublished
Master's thesis, Sprinfgield College, Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, 1961.
71
William L. Lakie, "Personality Characteristics
of Certain Groups of Intercollegiate Athletes," Research
Quarterly
.
33:566, December, 1962.
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Inventory to 230 athletes from a state university, a
private university, and two state colleges. The five
scales selected were: (1) Complexity of Outlook
(2) Social Maturity, (3) Social Introversion, (4) Liber-
alism, and (5) P^ggressive Activity. Analysis of variance
revealed the follovzing:
1. For all the sports groups, there were no dif-
ferences on any of the five scales.
2. For all the school groups, a significant dif-
ference was found on the Social Maturity Scale.
3. At the private universities, the football players
had a lovjer score on the social introversion
scale than the trackmen.
4. At the state university, the tennis-golf group
had a higher mean social maturity score than
any other sports group.
5. The basketball players and v/restlers had a higher
mean 3.iberalism score than the tennis-golf group,
6. Football players at the private universities
had a lower mean score on the social introver-
sion scale than the football players at the
state college.
7. The tennis-golf group at the state university
had a higher mean social maturity score than
the tennis-golf group in the state colleges
.
Lakie stated that these differences may be the result
of the program at each institution. Some institutions
may place emphasis on the program, v;hile others place
72
Ibid.
emphasis on the leadership,
73Schendel reported some very interesting results
of a study undertaken at the University of Oregon, In
an effort to identify the psychological characteristics
of achletes ana ncn~ath3.etes he administered the Cali-
fornia Psychological inventory to participants and non-
par cicipancs at three educational levels (grade nine^
grade tv/elve^ and juniors and seniors at the college
level). Schendel, after administering the inventory,
found that there V7ere differences betv/een the psycholo-
gical traits of athletes and non-athletes at all educa-
tional j.evels tested, ' At the ninth and twelth grade
levels, athletes were found to possess a higher degree
of desirable traits than did non-participants. At the
college level, hov/ever, the reverse was found to be true.
College men who v/ere non-participants in athletics v/ere
found to generally possess desirable personal-social psy-
chological traits to a greater degree than did college
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athletes. These results were certainly in direct op-
*1
'^Jack Schendel, "Psychological Differences Betv/een
Athletes and Non-Participants in Athletics at Three Edu-
cational Levels", Research Quarterly
,
36:52, March, 1965,
^^Ibid
,
,
p, 66
,
~^^Ibid,
povSition to much of the work previously cited in this
revicv; of literature
c
Probably one of the latest f>tudies of personality
conducted at the college level was by Chipmar/'^ at Spring-
field College. Using tv/o of the same instruments as this
s cudy
^
the Gordon Personal Profile and the Gordon Personal
Inventory Chipman concluded thati
1. Differences in personality^ as measured by the
Gordon Personal Profile and the Gordon Personal
Inventory, do exj.st betv/een varsity partici-
pants and non-participants in intercollegiate
athletics.
2 c Differences in persona.1 ity traits exist between
varsity participants in team sports and varsity
participants in individual sports.
3. In general, non-participants in intercollegiate
athletics who major in areas other than physi-
cal education are more 'Original in Thinking’
than varsity participants in team sports and
non-participants v;ho major in physical education
It also appears that varsity participants in
individual sports are more ‘Original in Thinlcing
than varsity participants in team sports
„
4c With the exception of varsity wrestlers, var-
sity participants in team sports are generally
more Socialole and ascendant than varsity par-
ticipants in individual sports c Varsity par-
ticipants in team sports were also found to
be more sociable and Ascendant than non-parti
cipants in intercollegiate athletics.
nr
Leroy P. Chipman, "A Comparison of Participants
and Non-Participants in Intercollegiate Athletics V7ith
Respect to Selected Personality Traits", unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, Springfield College,' Springfield,
Mass., 1968,
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Other studies of personality traits
.—Behriaan"^'"^
in an attempt to determine if there were significant
personality differences between swimmers and non-swim-
mers and CO determine wnat relationship existed between
crai'cs and swimming progress of non—sv/immers
experiencing a common course of swimming instruction,
found that there were significant personality trait dif-
ferences between sv/immers and non-sv/immers and learners
and non-learners. Behrman's results suggested that sv^im-
mers were more impulsive, sociable, hostile, and belli-
gerent than non-svjimmers and that non-swimmers v;ho passed
a course in swimming instruction v-;ere more emotionally
stable and objective than those v;ho failed.
Although dealing v^ith different groups of athletes,
78Kroll and Bosco have conducted somev7hat similar studies,
Kroll, in investigating the pervsc-nality profiles of wres-
tlers, used three major criterion groups: superior,
excellent, and average to belov; c).verage. Using the Six-
teen Personality Factor Test profiles, he found no sig-
nificant differences betvjeen vjrestlers classified ac-
cording to different levels of achievement.
^7
'Robert M, Behrman, "Personality Differences Betvzeen
Non-Swimmers and Swimmers", Re se
a
.r
c
h Qu arte
r
1y , 38:164-
167, May, 1967.
‘
Walter Kroll, "Sixteen Personality Factor Profiles
of Collegiate Wrestlers", Research Quarterly , 38:49-52,
March, 1967,
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Bosco,*^^ on the other hand, utilizing the same test
to measure the personality characteristics of champion
gymnasts as opposed to normal college men, found the
gymnasts to average significantly greater in brightness
calmness and maturity, conventionality and seriousness,
confidence and unshakable demeanor, autism^ experimenta-
tion, control and exactness. In disucssing these results
Bosco postulated that:
• • • individuals having the above per-
sonality characteristics tend to pursue
gymnastics seriously and that gymnastics
was the type of activity in which these
personality traits could be readily expressed,
In a paper presented to the second International
Congress of Sport Psychology in October, 1968 Kroll and
Crenshaw reported a study in which they tested 387
athletes representing wide geographical areas and excel-
lent quality levels of achievement using the Cattell
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire. The authors
found significant profile differences among the four
groups studied. Football players and wrestlers were
79James Bosco, "The Physical and Personality Char-
acteristics of Champion Gymnasts," unpublished Doctoral
dissertation. University of Illinois, Urbana, 111., 1962,
pp. 144-145.
^^
Ibid
.
.
p. 145,
81Kroll and Crenshaw, op, cit .
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found to have similar personality profiles, v’ith both
groups demonstrating significant profile differences
when compared v^ith gymnasts and Karate participants.
T 1 4 T B2uonnson et aJ.
. ,
using projective techniques to
measure peisona.lity traits, found that champion athletes
v;ere readily distinguishable from the normal population.
Champion athletes v;ere found to possess extreme aggres-
sion, emotions lacking stric'c control, high and generalized
anxrety, high level of intellectual aspiration and an
exceptional feeding of self assurance.
83LaPlace ‘ conducted a study on professional base-
ball players and found that the dominant trait in the
personality of major j.eague p.layers, as revealed by their
profiles, was a strong drive which expresses itself as
ambitio\isness, aggressiveness, and vigcrousncss
.
His
study also indicated that the ability to exercise self-
discipline v;as prevalent among professional ball-players.
8 ?Warren R. Johnson, Daniel C. Hultcn, and Granville
B. Johnson, Jr., "Personality Traits of Some Champion
Athletes as Measured by Two Projective Tests; Rorschach
and H-T-P", Research Quarterly
,
25:485, December, 1954.
83
John P, LaPlace, "Personality and Its Relation
to Success in Professional Baseball", Research Quarterly ,
25:313, October, 1954.
CgilvieCA compared Olympic male swimming medalists
with freshmen swimmers at the Air Force Academy and found
the Olympic sv/immers to be more self-assertive, free
thinking cina self sufficient as measured by the Sixteen
Personality Factor test* When he compared thirty-eight
professional race drivers to sixty-seven amateur drivers,
the former v/ere found to be significantly more emotion-
ally stable and exhibited higher leadership potential
and creativity at the .01 level.
y . --1 1 is evident from the literature cited
in this section that there is no clear general agreement
on the relationship between participation in sports and
personality. One of the reasons for diverse views is
most likely due to the variety of instruments used in
v/arious studies. Another possible reason for disagree-
ment relates to the number and types of subjects used.
The majority of the studies dealt with the relationship
of personality traits to participation in physical edu-
cation and athletics. Generally the studies reviewed
have shovm that there is scant evidence to support the
view that participation in physical education and ath-
8A
Bruce C. Ogilvie, "The Personality of Male Ath-
letes," Academy Papers. Tuscon, Arizona: The American
Association of Health, Physica.1 Education and Recreation,
March, 1968,
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letics produces desirable personality changes. It also
suggested that there v/ere distinguishable differences
in personality traits between athletes and non-athletes
and between participants in different types of sports.
This study differs from the reviev;ed studies in
that it not only will provide additional information
about personality traits, bu.t it also \vill examine the
differences of Body-Image among male senior high school
suuo.ents. 3.n addition, a nev7 dimension is presented
by examining the relationship bctvzeen personality traits
and Body-Image.
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CHAPTER IIT
RESEARCH PROCEDURE
Identification and Classification
of Subjects
rhc purpose of this chapter is to present the de-
tails of the research procedure. The subjects for this
study v-;ere drawn from five schools in Western Massachu-
setts. In selecting the schools special effort V7as made
to secure as many common factors as possible among the
sLUv.v.en„ popvilation. The following factors are copaparable
i\i <?ill five Echcols;
1, All arc members of the Cooperative School Ser-
vice Center in the University of Massachusetts
2c All scnools are in the same geographical area
and proximity to the University.
3. All schools ere classified as AA schools by
the Massachusetts Staite School Principals Asso-
ciation.
4. All schools pi7.rticip->ate in the same athletic
conference
.
Special consideration v;as given to the athletic
*.An affiliation of 54 school districts in Western
New E?igland„
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programs offered by each school. All are members of the
same athletic conference and compete against one another.
For the purpose of this study only male senior
high school students v;ere included in the sample. Seniors
\jere selected because the length of time of partici-
pation in varsity and intramural extracurricular sports
activities is a fact which appears to be important in
determining any relationship that might exist between
the selected groups' personality traits and Body-Cathexis
.
Obviously participation by seniors provides opportunity
for longer involvement in sports. Secondly, students
at this age are usually in a more advanced stage of their
physical, emotional, mental and social maturation than
any other class in the high school.
The five participating schools were:
1. West Springfield High School
2. Holyoke High School
3. Chicopee Comprehensive High School
4. Chicopee High School
5. Westfield High School
An attempt was made to include as many of the senior
male population as possible. The potential sample size
\isls approximately 950 students; the actual number of
subjects vjas determined by those in attendance
during the day of measurement. This number totaled 750
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subjects.
For purposes of testing the hypotheses specified
in this study, that is, to explore any possibility that
differences in personality traits and Body-Cathexis might
exist among those students sampled who participate in
varsity athletics, intramural extra-curricular sports
activities and non-participants. The subjects were or-
ganized into six groups:
1. Varsity athletes participating in fall sports:
football, soccer, and cross-country.
2. Varsity athletes participating in winter and
spring sports: basketball, skiing, gymnastics,
hockey, track, swimming, golf, tennis, badminton.
3. Intramural participants in fall sports: soccer,
touch football, cross-country.
4. Intramural participants in winter and spring
sports: basketball, gymnastics, swimming,
track, golf, tennis, badminton.
5. Non-participants: students who do not parti-
cipate in any organized extracurricular sports
activities as school but who participate in
sports activities outside of school.
6. Non-participants: students who do not parti-
cipate in any organized extracurricular sports
activities at school and who do not participate
in any sports activities outside of school
„
Students who participated in more than one varsity
sport v;ere c3.a.ssificd according to their participation
in fall sports* The same holds true for intramural, par-
ticipants
.
Selection of Inst.ruments
One personal data form, tv7o personality tests and
one Body-Cathexis test were utilized in collecting data
for this study*
Before selecting the instruments the investigator
carefully review^ed all non-projective tests of character
and personality listed in the Sixth Mental Measurement
85Yearbook * Also surveyed were the personality tests
utilized in studies which vjere reviev7ed for the x^urpose
of this investigatioHo In addition, the literature con-
cerning Body-Cathexis v;as carefully examined *
Personal Data F orm*—The purpose of the Personal
Data form v/as to obtain essential background personal
information about each subject* Facts pertaining to var-
sity sieorts participation, intramural sport participation
and non-participation v7ero sought. The personal data
8 Oscar Krisen Buros, editor. The Sixth Mental
Measurements Ycarbookp (New Jersey: The Gryhon Press,
1965),'“
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form secured detailed information as to the kind of sport
and the degree and length of participation in each given
sporto (See Appendix B)*
^ Pr of i 1
0
,
^
^
~T'he Gordon Personal
Profile was chosen because it provides a simply obtained
measure of four traits of personality which in the judge-
ment of the researcher are significant in the daily func-
tioning of the normal person and v/hich are readily inter—
pretablCe These traits of personality are: Ascendancy,
Responsibility, Emotional Stability and Sociability.
The profile consists of eighteen sets of four des-
criptive phrases, each set being known as a "tetrad".
Each of the four personality traits is represented by
the descriptive phrases in each tetrad. Of the four
phrases, two are of equally high preference value to the
normal individual and the other tv7o are of similar lov7
preference value.
A forced choice technique is utilized in the test.
"Through this
. , technique, individuals must make
V7hat, in effect, is a three level ranking V7ithin each
set of four items
^
With the respondent not being able
to .respond favorably to all items, the Profile is thus
Leonard V. Gordon, Manual 1963 Revision Gordon
Personal Profile
,
(Nev; York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
Inc
. ,
1963 )
.
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believed to be less susceptible to distortion by indi-
viduals who are motivated to make a good impression.
ihe forced-choice technique compels the subject
to choose one of several statements.
• • . use of this technique rests upon
certain assumptions v/ith respect to self-
perception and psychometric scaling that
may be summarized as follovrs: in general
if tv7o items have the same average pre-
ference value or are equally complimentary
from the point of vrew of a given group
a member of that group to whom one of the
items is more applicable usually will tend
to perceive that item as being the more
complimentary, Thus^ if an individual
who is motivated to make only socially
acceptable responses is forced to select
one of the items as being most like him-
self^ he V7ill select the item that he per-
ceives to be the raore complimentary
^
v;hich
V7:i.ll tend to be the item that is more like
himself. Conversely, V7hen presented v;ith
tw*o items that are equally uncomplimentary
for the group and forced to select one
3_east like himself, he V7ill tend to per-
ceive the item that is more like himself
as the less uncomplimentary, and vjill this
tend to select the item that ispleast like
himself as his "least" choice. ^
The Gordon Personal Profile measures four established
personality traits. These traits V7ere identified as a
result of tv7o separate factor analyses. "First, after
a review of the factorial studies of i^ersonality
,
six
87
,
. , _
lord
. ,
p. 3.
f p. 11-12.
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factors were hypothesized and items were written to des-
cribe behavior related to these six personality factors.
After the individual items v/ere subjected to factor ana-
lysis the four final factors v/ere selected: Ascendancy,
Responsibility, Emotional Stability and Sociability,"^^
"The validity correlations are particularly high
v;ith peer rating of college students ranging from .47
in Responsibility to .73 in Emotional Stabilityj both
of which are statistically significant at the .01 level.
However, except for the peer rating, external validities
rarely exceed .30 or .35."^^
Commenting in Buros on the instrum.ent ‘ s validity,
Dickon states "The validity of the Gordon Personal Pro-
file seems as good as usually found in the better inven-
tories of this type."^^'
"Reliability estimates based on several population
camples and computed by several standard methods are sa-
tisfactorily high with an average reliability coefficient
of around ,60.
RQ.
Xbia.
,
P. 12.
Ibid. P« 14.
01
"Buros cit
„
„
p. 231,
Ibid.
.
p. 21.
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High and low scores on each of the Gordon Profile
Scales are interpreted as follov/s:
1« Ascendancy (A): Those individuals who are
verbally ascendant, who adopt an active rolein the group, v7ho are self
--assured and asser-tive in relationships with others, and who tendto make independent decisions, score high onthis scale,, Those who play a passive role inthe group, v;ho listen rather than talk, v;ho
].ack self-conridence
,
v;ho let others take thelead, and v/ho tend to be overly dependent on
others for advice, normally make lov; scores®
2, Responsibility (R): Individuals v;ho are able
1,0 srick to any job assigned them, who are per-
severing and determined, and who can be relied
on, score high on this scale® Individuals v;ho
are unable to stic3c to tasks that do not interest
them, and v7ho tend to be flighty or irrespon-
sible, usually make low scores.
o. Emotional Stabi3.ity (E): High scores on this
Scale are generally made by individuals who
are V7ell-balanced, emotionally stable, and re-
latively free from anxieties and nervous ten-
sions. Diow scores are associated v;ith exces-
sive anxiety, hypersensitivity, nervousness,
and low frustration tolerance. Generally, a
very low score reflects poor emotional balance.
4. Sociability (S): High scores are made by in-
dividuals v7ho like to be v;ith and work with
people, and who are gregarious and sociable.
I.OV7 scores reflect a lack of gregariousness,
a general restriction in social contacts, and
in the extremeg^an actual avoidance of social
relationships
„
Summarizing the Gordon Personal Profile in the
Sixth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Heibrun states:
... if there is interest in a short,
convenient measure of a limited number
of salient personality traits, the Gordon
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Personal Profile is about as good as youcan <3o. It is carefully conceived, reli-
able, adequately normal, and hag received
at least suggestive validation.
Gordon Personal Inventory
. The Gordon Personal
Inventory follows a rationale and format similar to those
of the Gordon Personal Profile. Both tests supplement
each other. Based on factor studies and typical items,
the four traits measured by the Gordon Personal Inven-
tory are: Cautiousness, Original Thinking, Personal Re-
lations and Vigor.
The Inventory consists of 20 sets of four descrip-
tive phrases called tetrads. Each of the four descrip-
tive phrases, in each tetrad, represents one of the four
personality traits. As in the Profile, two of the phrases
are considered to be of high preference value and the
other two of similar low preference value. The admini-
stration and the use of the forced-choice technique is
identical to that previously described in the description
of the Gordon Personal Profile.
In developing the Inventory, four factors which
were not already included in the Profile were tentatively
selected by Gordon. These factors were then represented
Buros, op. cit
.. p. 232.
Leonard V. Gordon, Manual 1963 Revision Gordon
Personal Inventory (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
Inc., 1963), p. 3.
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by two hundred and ten items and administered to a group
of college students. When subjected to a factor analysis
the four items were identified as Cautiousness, Original
Thinking^ Personal Relations, and Vigor.
"Validity data are not quite as extensive as for
the Profile, ano the external validity of the Inventory
does not seem as viell established by the data available,
host of the validity correlations do not rise above the
9 7
.30‘Sc" Commenting on the Inventory's validity Dicken
in the Sixth Mental Measurement Yearbook states, "There
.IS considerable evidence of validity although it is some-
v;nat less satisfactory than for the Profile.
Reliabilities of the Scales range from .77 to .84.
High and lov; scores on each of the Gordon Personal
Inventory scales are interpreted as follows:
1. Cautiousness (C): Individuals who are highly
cautious, v;ho consider matters very carefully
before making decisions, and do not like to
take chances or run risks, score high on this
Scale. Those who are impulsive, act on the
spur of the moment, make hurried or snap de-
cisions, enjoy taking chances, and seek excite-
ment, score lov7 on this Scale.
96^
Ibicl.
,
p. 10.
lord.
,
P« 11-13
90
f
Buros op. cit
.
.
p, 228.
2:i6
« Ojriginal Thinking (0): High scoring individuals
like to work oji difficult problems^ are intel-
lectucilly curious^ enjoy thought-provoking
questions and discussions, and like to think
about nevj ideas. Low scoring individuals dis-
Irke working on difficult or complicated pro-
blems, do not care about thought-provoking
questions and discussions,
3, Personal Relations (P): High scores are made
by those individuals vzho have great faith and
trust in people, and are tolerant, patient, and
understanding, Lov; scores reflect a lack of
trust or confidence in people, and a tendency
to be critical of others and to become amnoyed
or irritated by v;hat others do.
(
4, Vigor (V): High scores on this Scale character-
izes the individual who is vigorous and energe-
tic, v;ho likes to work and move rapidly, and
v;ho is able to aiccomplish more than the average
person. Lov; scores are associated with low
vitality or energy level, a preference for
setting a slovr pace, and a tendency to tire
easily and to be below averagg,^^in terms of
sheer output or productivity.
Summarizing the Inventory, Dicken concluded^
The Manual is of high quality. The Inven-
tory seems generally as good a measux'e of
traits of this type as other self-report
devices v.'hich are available, although the
external validj^j^les reported are frequently
quite modest,"
Pjoth tests, the Gordon Personal Profile and the Gor-
don Personal Inventory, are easily administered and measure
the traits that V7ere considered critical in this inves-
tigation.
9 *^ ^" Ibid,
,
p, 3
.
'| f j
' Buros, op. ert,
,
p. 228
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—The Secord a.nd Jourard in-
strument was selected for use in this study. (See Appen-
dix A)^ The purpose of the test is to measure the indi-
vidual's "degree of feeling of satisfaction or dissatis-
faction V7ith the various parts, attributes or processes
102
of his body." The test is comprised of a listing of
forty-six body parts, attributes and functions of the
body. Each item is followed by the numbers one through
five vjhich are interpreted as representing:
3., Have a strong feeling and v;ish change could
soraehov/ be made
2. Don't 3 ike, but can put up with
3. Have no particular feelings one way or the
other
4. Am satisfied
5. Consider myself fortunate^^^
Regarding items that were included on the Bcdy-
Cathexis scale, the authors indicate:
Items which v;ere difficult to understand,
difficult for the subject to assign a meaning-
ful rating, or which resulted in little
101
‘Secord and Jourard, op, cit .
,
p, 343-347.
1 02
Ibid,
, p, 343.
103_, . -
Ibid.
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variability from subject to subject were
generally eliminated, provided that they
did not leave an important part of the
body unrepresented. One exception
. . .
was allowed: organs pertaining to sexual
or excretory functions were deliberately
eliminated ... because it was feared that
their presence in the scale might give rise
to an evasive attitudg which would trans-
fer to other items. ^
Split-half test reliability was found to be .81^®^ on
a sample of 70 college males and 56 college females.
Administration of Tests
After preliminary arrangements were made with school
authorities, the investigator administered to all subjects
between period of October 13-25, 1969, the Gordon Per-
sonal Profile, the Gordon Personal Inventory, the Body-
Cathexis Test and the Personal Data Form. This period
was selected because it was the peak of the fall season
for both the intramural program and competitive varsity
athletics
.
The instruments were administered at each school
by the investigator in the following order:
1. The Personal Data Form
2. The Gordon Profile and Gordon Inventory. The
^^^Ibid
. ,
p. 344.
105Ibid
.
.
p. 347.
Profile v;as administered first as is recomiaended
in the manual.
3. The Body-Cathexis Test,
70.1 the instruments
The administration of all
minutes. Upon completion
Data Form were collected
were paper and pencil tests,
tests took approximately 30-40
,
the tests and the Personal
by the investigator.
The testing in Chicopee Comprehensive High School
and VTestfield High School took place in a special period
designated for this purpose. In the other three schools
tesuing took place during the regular.ly scheduled physical,
education classes.
Before administering the tests the investigator
explained the types of tests to be taken and directions
concerning the instruments. Directions V7ere read from
a form prepared by the investigator to provide all sub-
jects v;ith the same explanation.
In administering the Gordon Personal Profile and the
i
Gordon Personal Inventory to high school groups an ex-
IDlanation vzas given stating that there were no right o.r
v/rong answers; each pe.rson needed only to tell about
himself. The examinee was asked to mark one item in
106Gordon, op, cit ,
.
p, 4
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each tetrad as being most like himself and one item as
being least like himself.
In administering the Body-Cathexis Test the sub-
jects v;ere instructed to indicate the strength and di-
rection of feeling which they had concerning that part,
attribute or function that the word described. For
example
:
Hands 12345
If a subject had strong positive feelings about
the part, function or attribute, he vjas instructed to
encircle the number one. The instructions were graduated
from this cxtrerae through moderate positive feelings,
ambivaience
,
moderate negative feelings, to the opiposite
extrcime of strong negative feelings.
Final scores v/ere qualified by adding the corres-
ponding numbers encircled by the subjects, A low score
indicated the subject \-jas unsatisfied with the parts,
attributes, and function of his body as they were.
In order to encourage the subjects to respect the
seriousness and authenticity of the study, all subjects
were assured of their anonymity.
Treatment of Data
The Gordon instruments were scored by IBM scoring
miachine, while the Body-Cathexis Test was s'cored by tl*e
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investigator. Following the scoring of all instruments,
the test, results were grouped and statistically treated
in terms of the following three categories: (1) Compari-
son between each personality trait and the six partici-
pating subgroups utilizing tV7o way analysis of variamce
for unequal cell sizes and the Newman-Keuls Multiple
Comparisons Technique, (2) Comparison between Body-Cathexi
and the participating groups utilizing two way analysis
of variance for unequal cell sizes. ( 3 ) Correlation
botVizeen personality traits and Body—Cathexis among each
of the five participating subgroups utilizing the Pearson
Product Moment. In order to test for significant dif-
ference of the correlation coefficient the Fisher's r
to z Transformation Method and the Olkin Test were uti-
lized. Details pertaining to statistical analysis are
presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present the sta-
tistical techniques used in the analysis of the data and
the results obtained from application of these techniques.
Before treating the data statistically, each sub-
ject was assigned to an appropriate group according to
the nature of his athletic participation. Grouping of
each individual was based on information obtained from
the Personal Data Form (Appendix B).
Out of the total senior male enrollment of each
of the five tested schools approximately 80% were tested.
Forty tests were disqualified because of incompletion and
incorrect marking by students. The final tally of sub-
jects and groups was:
1. FV - 137
2. WSV - 146
3. FI - 14
4. WSI - 51
5. NPOSP - 87
6. NPOSN - 269
'
n = 704
Four distinct statistical operations were applied
in the treatment of the data. Operations one and
two were performed to test the null hypotheses one,
two, three, four, five and six in Chapter I. The
first operation applied was a two way analysis of
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variance for vmequal cell size for each of the eight per-
sonality traits and the Body-Cathexis
„ The purpose of
Uui.Lizrng this procedure v;as to determine v;hether or not
there v;ere overall significant differences among the var-
sity athletes, intramural participants and the non-parti-
cipants and to test the degree of interaction among the
six subgroups* Wert, Neidt and Alnmann'''^'^ stated that
ihe cUialysis of variance has been designed to provide
an efficient, test of the significance of the differences
between two or more groups simultaneously *
"
The second operation applied was the multiple com-
parisons technique knovm as the New’man-Keuls Method*
This technique w’as utilized in order to probe into the
nature of the differences betv/een treatment means (spe-
cified groups) follov7ing a significant overall F test*
By this procedure, significant differences betv/een groups
. and conibinations of groups may be revealed as viell as
those pairs of groups which do not have significant dif-
ferences „
The third and fourth operations \7ere performed to
"I 0 7
vTames E, Wert, Charles O* Neidt, and J* Stanley
hhmann
,
St atistical Methods in Educational and Psycho lo-
gic a -1 Besc ar cl ii
..
(Nev; York; Appleton-Century-Crofts
,
1954),
p * 1 / z. *
10 £>
Roger E, Kirk, Exper imenta l Design Procedures
for the Behavioral Science
,
(Belmort, California: Brooks/
Cole Pubi.lshing Company, 19G8), p* 91*
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test and seventh null hypothesis specified in Chapter I,
The third operation applied was the Pearson-Product Moment
Method of correlation, followed by tests of significance
for (coefficient of correlation). This operation helped
to determine the degree of relationship between Body-
Cathexis and the eight personality traits between and
within each of the designated subgroups. The fourth opera
tion applied the Fisher's r to z transformation method^®^
and the Olkin Test for significant differences of corre-
lation coefficient. Both these techniques were uti-
lized in order to further test the significant differences
between the correlation coefficient of the subgroups for
the same personality trait, and in order to test the sig-
nificant differences between the correlation coefficient
within the subgroups for different personality traits.
The data are presented in three separate sections.
Section One - Differences of Personality Traits
Tested in this section were the following null hy-
potheses :
George A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psy-
chology and Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Inc. 1959
)
p. 153.
110Ingram Olkin, "Correlations Revisited", in Julian
Stanley (ed.). Improving Experimental Design and Statis-
tical Analysis (Chicago : Rand McNally Company, 1967
)
,
p. 102.
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Hypothesis one: There are no differences (p<^,05)in scores on the individual personality traits betweenindividuals in the different treatment groups.
Treatment group one includes the varsity athletes
treatment group two includes the intramural partici-
pants and treatment group three includes the non-
participants.
Hypothe s i s two ; There are no differences (p<^ ,05)in scores on the individual personality traits betweenindividuals in the different conditions. Condition
one includes FV athletes, FI participants and NPOSP
non-participants. Condition two includes WSV athletes
WSI participants and NPOSN non-participants.
Hypothesis three : Treatment groups do not interact
with conditions in scores on the individual personality
traits
.
Data summaries obtained in the various tests are
presented in Tables 1-19. Tables 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13
and 15 reveal the mean scores of the six subgroups (FV,
WSV, FI, WSI, NPOSP and NPOSN) for each of the eight per-
sonality traits. In addition, a treatment mean for each
of the three treatment groups (varsity athletes, intra-
mural participants and non-participants) is presented.
In calculating the overall treatment mean for the three
treatment groups consideration was given to the unequal
frequency between condition one and two within each of
the three treatment groups.
Tables 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 present a sum-
mary of the analysis of variance tests of mean scores.
Scores are presented separately for each of the eight
personality traits. Tables 17, 18 and 19 reveal the re-
sults of the application of the Newman-Keuls Multiple
Comparisons Technique, for those traits for which an overall
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Table 1
Cell Mean Scores on Personality Trait
Ascendancy
II II 1! tl II il II 1! II II IIII1111IIIIII11IIliil11
TREATMENT
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition FV N=137 FI Nr=14 NPOSP N=87
1 21.06 20.00 19.91
WSV N=146 WSI N=51 NPOSN N-269
2 21.34 20.98 18.95
Treatment
I4e an 21.22 20.77 19.20
T\’70 Way Analysis
Table 2
of Variance of Personality Trait
As cendancy
Source SS df MS F P
Tre atment 426.94 2 213.47 7.33 <.01
Condi tion^^ CO f-* 1 .81 .03 > .50
Treatment X Condition 70.37 2 35.18 1.29 > .25
Error 20329.03 698 29.12
a 1 - Varsity athletes; 2 - IntraTiural participants;
3 “ Fon-participants
e
b 1 - Fall varsity; Fall j.ntramural ; Non-jjarticipants
who particijDate in outside of school sports activities.
2 - VAinter and spring varsity, Winter and spring intra-
mu 3:al. Non-athletes who do not participa'te in outside
of school sports activities.
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Table 3
Cell Mean Scores on Personality Trait
Responsibility
TREATRENT
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition FV Nr=13 7 NPOSP N=87
. 1 21.30 24.42 22.00
WSV Nr=146 WSI K=51 NPOSN N=269
2 21.78 21.84 21.25
Treatment
M^n 21.54 22.37 21.43
Table 4
Tvvo 'Way Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait
Responsibility
!!iiII11II!!1!!l11!iiiII1!Ii!!II11 =====:==
Sovirc3 SS df MS F P
Treatment*^ 111.86 2 55.93 2.13 > .10
Conditi.oii 61.10 1 61.10 2.32 > .05
Treatment 7^; Condition 90.61 2 45.30 1.72 > .10
Error 18342.77 698 26.28
a 1 - Varsity athletes* 2 - Intramural participants;
3 ~ Non
-part ic ipants r
b 1 - Fall vajrsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
v;ho paf't icipate in outside of school sports activities
»
2 - V?inter and spring varsity, Winter and spring intra-
mural,, Non-atl'letes v/lio do not participate in outside
of school sports activities
»
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Table 5
Cell I^ean Scores on Personality Trait
Emotional Stability
TREATMENT
V varsity
/vthletes
DIntramural
Condition FI N=:14 NPOSP N=87
1 21,31 22.86 23.21
WSI N=51 NPOSN N=269
2 21.91 22.60 22.11
Treatment
Mean 21.63 22.67 22.40
Table 6
Tvro Uay Analysis of Variance of Personality Tx'ait
Emotional Stability
Source SS df
i
««,•<
11] F n
Trearment 9.90 2 4.95 .15 > ,50
Cendmen .96 3. .96 .03 > .50
Treatment X Condition 152.27 2 76.13 2.32 < .10
Error 22433.30 698 32.14
a 1 - Varsity athletes ° 2 - Intramural participants*
3 •“ Non-participants
«
b 1 - Pall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
Vfho participate in outside of school sports activities
»
2 - Winter and spring varsity
,
Winter and spring intra-
iriuralj Won-athletes who do not participate in outside
of school sports activities.
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Table 7
Cell Mean Scores on Personality Trait
Soci.ability
TREATMENT
Varsity
/itliletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition PV N=.137 FI N=14 NPOSP N=87
1 21.73 19.52 20.32
WSV N=.146 WST N=51 NPOSN N=269
2 21.67 21.46 19.18
Treatment
Me an 21.71 20.29 19.47
Table 8
Two Way Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait
Sociability
Source SS df MS P
0?reatment^ 376.61 2 188.33 5.09 < .01
Condition .05 1 .05 . . 002 .50
Treatment X Condition 170.62 2 85.31 2.31 > .05
Error 25805.20 698 36.97
a 1 - Varsity athletes ° 2 Intramural participants;
3 “ Non-participants
o
b 1 - Fall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
who participate in outside of school sports activiti.C'S
«
2 - Winter and spring varsity, VJinter and spring intra-
mural, Non-athletes who do not participate in outside
of school sports activities.
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Table 9
Cell Kean Scores on Personality Trait
Cautiousness
TPJI^miENT
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition FV N=137 FI N=14 NPOSP H=87
1 19.91 22.67 20.88
USV N=146 WSI N=51 NPOSN N-269
2 20.05 20.79 20.52
Treatment
Me an 20.00 21.23 20.62
Table 10
T«o Uay Zinalysis of Vaxiance of Porsonality Trait
Cautiousness
Source SS ^ ,c 14S i?
r- . .aTrea-cmen\: 154.86 2 77.43 2.32 > .05
CoDdition^^ 38.62 1 38.69 1.16 > .25
Trecitment X Condition 42.34 2 21.17 .63
Krror 23207.76 698 33.34
a 3 - Varsity athletes; 2 Intramural participants;
3 Kon-'Pa-rticipants^
b 1 ~ Fall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
v.bo participate in outside of school sports activities *
2 •' iiinter and spring varsity, VJinter and spring intra-
mural^. Non-athletes x-zho do not particip'ate in outside
of school sports activities.
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Table 11
Cell Mean Scores on Personality Trait
Original Thinking
TREATMENT
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Condition FV N---.13 7 FI N=14 NPOSP N=87
1 22.33 24.93 22.88
WSV H.^146 WSI N=^51 NPOSN N-269
2 22.97 23.61 22.31
Treatment
Me^') 22.68 23.92 22.46
Ta.ble 12
T'wo Way Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait
Original Thinking
•J: t i::: i.-: r- u, ~— STr II!! II II t|ii I! 1! i! i! i! II IIli II li II II 1! !1 ii II 1! II II II It II 1: I!
Source ss df MrS F P
07;ceatment 106.63 2 53.32 1.63 > .10
Condition 11.90 1 11.90 .36 >.50
Treatment X Condition 65.30 2 32.65 1.00 >.25
Error 22757.70 698 32.60
a 1 - Varsity athletes; 2 - Intramural participants;
3 •=• Non-participants e
b 1 - Pall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
who participate in outside of school sports activities
„
2 “• Winter and spring varsity. Winter and spring intra-
mural, Non-athletes v;ho do not participate in outside
of school sports activities
o
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Ttible 13
Ctsll Moan Scores on Personality Trait
Personal Relations
TRI-]ATi^NT
Varsity
Athletes
Intrajuural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition FV N=137 PI N=:14 WPOSP Nr=87
1 21.51 22.2 7 21.68
T7SV N=146 WSI K=51 NPOSN N-269
2 21 .67 21.87 20.72
Treatment
Mean 21.61 21.98 20.97
Table 14
Teo Way Analysis of Variance
Personal Rela
of Pers
tions
onality Trait
Source SS o.r MS F
Treatriient 40.06 2 20.03 .66 > .50
. b
Conai'cion 11.99 1 11.99 .39 > .50
Treatment X Condition ft 2 21.22 .70 7^.50
Error 21132.32 698 30.2 7
a 1 Varsity athletes; 2 ~ Intramural participants;
3 - lion-participants „
b 1 •“ Fall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
\;ho participate in outside of school sports activities
o
2 •’ Winter and spring varsity
^
Winter and spring intra-
mural, Non-athletes v;ho do not participate in outside
of school sports activities.
Table 15
Cell Meajx iScojres oi* Personality Trait
Vigor
TREATMENT
Vaxcity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condi1 3.on FV N=137 PI_J=14 NPOSP N=87
3. 23.16 26.34 23.12
WSV N--=X46 WSI N=r51 NPOSN N-269
2 22.98 23.14 21.50
Treerfcment
hean 23.08 23.92 21.91
Table 16
1iDy Analysis of Variance of Personality Trait
Vigor
Source BB df MS F
Treatment^ 249.33 2 124.66 4.09
Condition^ 215.98 1 215.98 7.09 #
Treatment X Condition 129.75 2 64.88 2.13 >«
>j.rror 21265.49 698 30.47
5 1 - Varsity athletes® 2 Intramural participants*
3 “ Non
-p ^lrt ic ipant s „
b 1 - Fall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
v:ho participate in outside of school sports activities,
2 " Vhinter and spring varsity^, Winter and spring intra-
mitral f Non-atlxletes v;ho do not participate in outside
of school sports activities.
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significant F ratio was obtained namely; Ascendancy, Socia-
bility and Vigor respectively.
The analysis of variance test revealed that three
personality traits differed significantly among the treat-
ment groups (varsity athletes, intramural participants
and non-participants). The three personality traits were
as follows: Ascendancy, significantly different at the
eOl level of confidence (Table 2); Sociability, signifi-
cantly different at the .01 level of confidence (Table 8);
and Vigor, significantly different at the .05 level of
(Table 16); null hypothesis one is therefore
rejected. Null Hypothesis two is also rejected. Analysis
of variance test yielded significant differences at the
•01 level of confidence between FV and WSV athletes, FI
and WSI participants and between NPOSP and NPOSN non-partici-
pants for the personality trait Vigor (Table 16). Null
Hypothesis three is accepted. Analysis of the data revealed
no interaction between the treatment groups and conditions
in scores on the individual personality traits.
To determine which pair of three treatment groups
significantly differed from each other further examination
revealed that for the personality trait Ascendancy (Table 17)
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the differences between the varsity athletes and the non-
participants were at the .01 level of confidence. The dif-
ferences between the varsity athletes and the intramural
participants were at the .05 level of confidence. Analysis
of data also revealed that the personality trait Sociability
differed significantly at the .01 level of confidence (Table
18) between the varsity athletes and the non-participants.
For the personality trait Vigor, differences at the .01
level of confidence were observed only between the varsity
athletes and the non-participants (Table 19).
Section Two - Differences of Body-Cathexis
Tested in this section were the following null hy-
potheses :
Hypothesis four : There are no differences (p4.05)
in scores on the Body—Cathexis betv/een individuals
in the different treatment groups. Treatment group
one includes the varsity athletes, treatment group
two includes the intramural participants and treat-
ment group three includes the non-participants.
Hypothesis five ; There are no differences (p^.05)
in scores on the Body-Cathexis between individuals
in the different conditions. Condition one includes
FV athletes, FI participants and NPOSP non-participants.
Condition two includes WSV athletes, WSI participants
and NPOSN non-participants.
Hypothesis six : Treatment groups do not interact with
conditions in scores on the Body-Cathexis.
The data used to test the null hypotheses four,
five and six were secured through the use of the "Body-
Cathexis Test" (Appendix A), The results of the various
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Table 17
Newaan - Keuls Multiple Comparisons Technique
Personality Trait - Ascendancy
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Order 1 2 3
Treatments in order
of total means
Treatment total
c b a
means 19.20 20.77 21.22
of Differences Be tv;een Tre atmen
t
an
;
c b a
X 0 5 / 2.02
.45
Truncated range r 2 3
Critical value for Q .99
(r, infinity) 3.64 4.12
Critical values for the
difference between two means
Q .99 (r- infinity)
' / MS error
^ N
1 o 66 1.70
Criticail value for Q .95
(r, infinity) 2.77 3.31
Cx"itical Values for the
difference betv;een two means 1.26 1.51
Q .95 (r infinity)
^Observed difference betv7een treatment means c and a, sig-
nificant at the .01 level of confidence.
\)bserved difference betx;eon treatment means c and b, sig-
nificant at the .05 J.evcl of confidence.
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Table 18
Newman «> Keals Multiple Comparisons Technique
Personality Trait ~ Sociability
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Order 1 2 3
Treatments in order
of total means c b a
Treatment total
means 19,47 20,29 21,71
Tabic of Differences Betv;een Treatment Means
c b cl
c - ,82 2.24^
b
.42
Truncated range r 2 3
Critical value for Q „99
(r^ infinity) 3o64 4«12
Critical values for the
difference betvjeen two means
C .99 (r, infinity)
^ N
1,88 2.12
Critical value for Q c95
(r^ infinity) 2,77 3„31
Critical Values for the
difference betv/een two means
Q .95 (r, erTor
1.43 1.71
Observed difference between treatment means’ a and c sig-
nificant at the ,01 level of confidence.
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^j?ab.le 19
Ne^TiQan ~ Keuls Multiple Comptirisons Technique
Personality Trait - Vigor
Varsity
i^thletes
Intraiaural
Participants Non-Participants
Order 1 2 3
Treatments in order
of total means c a b
Treatment total
means 21.91 23.08 23.92
of Differences Betvjeen Treatment Me ans
c
b
~ .
b
lcl7 2.01^
o84
T^^lnc^lted range r
Critical value for 0 «99
Cr^ infinity)
Critical values for the
difference between two means
Q o99 ir-g infinity)
error
2
3„64
1.73
3
lc96
Critical value for Q c95
Cr^ infinity)
Critical Values for
difference betv;een
Q e95 ir
g
infinity)
the
two means
MS error
N
2c77 3 c 31
1.31 CO01—
i
^Observed difference between treatment means b and sig-
nificant at the .01 level of confidence.
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group performances are presented in Tables 20 and 21. Table 20
reveals the mean scores of the six subgroups and the tabu-
lation of the treatment groups, in tabulating the treat-
ment mean the same procedures were used as in the tabulation
of the treatment mean for each of the personality traits.
Differences between the three treatment groups were
found to be non-significant. Null hypothesis four is there-
fore accepted. Table 21 presents the summary of the analysis
of variance test of mean scores. The analysis of variance
revealed no significant differences between the six-groups
tested. Null hypothesis five is therefore also accepted.
Null hypothesis six is also accepted. Analysis of the data
revealed no interaction between the treatment groups and
conditions in scores on the Body-Cathexis.
Section Three - Correlation Between Body-
Cathexis and Personality Traits
Tested in this section was the following null hypothesis:
Hypothesis seven : There is no significant correlation
between Body-Cathexis and each individual personality
trait among each of the follov;ing groups: (1) FV
WSV athletes, (2) FI, WSI participants, and (3) NPOSP,
NPOSN non-participants (p .05).
'
The data used to test the seventh null hypothesis
consisted of the eight personality traits scores and the
Body-Cathexis score for each subject. The results of
each group were tabulated separately, and a correlation
coefficient was obtained between the Body-Cathexis and
60
Table 20
Cell Mean Scores on Body-Cathexis
TREATMENT
=—
Varsity
Athletes
Intramural
Participants Non-Participants
Condition FV N=137 FI N=14 NPOSP N=87
1 167.56 169.32 170.77
WSV N=146 WSI N=51 NPOSN N-269
2 167.34 171.04 166.16
Treatment
Mean 167.44 170.66 167.26
Table 21
Tv;o VJay Aiialysis of Variance of
Body-Cathexis
Source SS df MS F P
aTreatment 576.61 2 288.30 .40 >.2 5
Condition^ 141.95 1 141.95 .19 >.25
Treatment X Condi tion 598.10 2 299.05 .41 >.25
Erro3: 503472.39 698 723.38
a 1 - Varsity athletes; 2 - Intramural participants;
3 - Non-participants.
b 1 - Fall varsity; Fall intramural; Non-participants
who participate in outside of school sports activities.
2 - Winter and spring varsity, Winter and spring intra-
mural, Non-athletes v/ho do not participate in outside
of school sports activities.
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the eight personality traits for each treatment group.
Because of the small number of subjects in the intramural
fall participants group^ both intramural groups have been
combined as one group (thus reducing the number of sub-
groups from six to five). Such an insufficient number
of subjects as in the fall intramural participants group
(n = 14) v;ould not have allowed any meaningful correlation.
22 presents the correlation between Body—
Cathexis and personality traits for the fall varsity ath-
letes. Out of the eight personality traits all traits
V7ith the exception of Cautiousness, were positively cor-
related vjith Body-Cathexis, but only Sociability v;as found
to be significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Table 23 presents the same correlatd.on for varsity
athletes in winter and spring sports. In this case all
other traits v;ere positively correlated v/ith Body-Cathexis
.except Resijonsibility
. The personality traits of Ascen-
dancy and Vigor were both found to be correlated at the
.05 level of confidence.
Table 24 presents the correlation obtained f.rom
the fall, winter and spring intramural participants group.
All eight personality traits are positively correlated.
Ascendancy and Sociability, hov;ever, differed significantly
from zero at the .01 level of confidence, while Vigor
V7as significant at the .05 level of confidence.
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The correlation between personality traits and Body-
Cathexis among the two groups of non-participants are
presented in Tables 25 and 26,
Table 25 includes non-participants who do not par-
ticipate in any form of organized sports activities at
school, but do engage in some form of sports activities
outside of school. This group was found to have the largest
number of personality traits significantly correlated with
Body-Cathexis
. Out of the eight personality traits, five
significantly different from zero at the .05
level of confidence. These traits were Ascendancy, Res-
ponsibility, Emotional Stability, Sociability and Original
Thinking. Cautiousness was the only trait which was found
to be negatively correlated.
For the non-athletes who participated neither in
school nor in outside of school sports activities, cor-
relation was positively significant only for Ascendancy
and Sociability at the .05 level of confidence (Table 26).
The personality trait Vigor was negatively correlated at
the .01 level of confidence. Cautiousness was also found
to be negatively correlated although not significantly.
The data obtained in this study reveal that sig-
nificant correlations do exist between Body-Cathexis
and specified individual personality traits among the
five subgroups. Hypothesis seven therefore is rejected.
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>^artner analysis of the differences already presented
revealed that significant differences between correla-
tion coefficients of the subgroups for the same person-
ality trait existed only for the personality trait Vigor.
These differences were between the winter and spring
varsity athletes and also between the intramural parti-
cipants and non-participants who did not participate in
any outside of school sports activities. Both signifi-
cant differences were at the .01 level of confidence
(Table 27).
Differences betv;een the correlation coefficients
wrthin subgroups for different personality traits is
presented in Table 28. The results revealed that signi-
ficant differences existed only among the non-participants
who dio. not take part in outside of school sports acti—
\7ities. These eirrerences are between the persona3.ity
•'crait Vigor and the personality traits Ascendancy and
Sociability. Both differences are at the .01 level of
confidence
.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
The major purpose of this chapter is to discuss
the results and possible meanings and inferences suggested
by the analysis of data. The chapter is organized in
the same three sections as Chapter IV. The findings
of each section are summarized in tables v;hich are fol-
lowed by discussion.
Section One - Differences of Personality Traits
The three null hypotheses in Section one were de-
signed to determine if significant differences in person-
^lity traits existed among the three treatment groups and
the two conditions and the interaction between them.
A summary of the data pertaining to these three null hy-
potheses is presented in Table 29.
Before the discussion of the findings, each person-
ality trait is identified with its definition as indi-
cated by Gordon in the instructional manuals of the Gordon
Personal Profile Test and the Gordon Personal Inventory
Test.
Ascendancy ; Those individuals who are
verbally ascendant, who adopt an active
role in the group, who are self-assured
and assertive in relationships with others,
and who tend to make independent decisions,
score high on this scale. Those who play
Table
29
Summary
of
Findings
-
Section
1
-
Differences
of
Personality
Traits
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a passive role in the group, who listen
rauher than talk, who lack self-confidence
who ler ouhers take the lead, and who tend'to be overly dependent on others for advice
normally make lov/ scores ,
^
Results of the tests revealed that the personality
trait Ascendancy shov;ed significant differences at the
,01 level of confidence between the varsity athletes and
the non-participants, and significant differences at the
.05 level of confidence between the varsity athletes and
the intramural partj.cipants
. The varsity athletes v;ho
are engaged in more structured and competitive forms of
sports activities may, according to Gordon's interpre-
tation, be regarded as assuming a more active role in
the group. These individuals are more likely to be seif
ti.;jSured and assertive in relationships with others and
tend to make independent decisions more frequently. Those
qualifies, acccraing to Gordon, would be less strong among
the intramural participants.
The non-participants v/ho scored the lowest among
the three groups can be characterized, according to Gordon,
as a group that plays a more passive role in their inter-
action \vith others. They are more apt to listen rather
than talk, to lack self confidence, to be less independent.
mGordon. Manual 1963 Revision Gordon Personal
Profile
, p. 3.
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and to let others take the lead.
These results appear to be consistent with the con-
tributions that participation in organized sports acti-
vities are usually purported to make to the positive de-
velopment of self-assurance and self-confidence.
Ascendancy, however, is often related to leader-
ship. After citing several studies that examined the
relationship between Ascendancy and leadership, Guilford
concluded that, "The evidence is by no means unanimous
to the effect that Ascendancy is favorable for leading,
He continued by saying that, "It would seem, then, that
a score of Ascendancy predicts best the type of leader-
ship behavior that involves face to face interaction in
. . . 113group activities."
Responsibility : Individuals who are able
to stick to any job assigned them, who are
persevering and determined, and who can
be relied on, score high on this scale.
Individuals who are unable to stick to
tasks that do not interest them, and who
tend to be flighty or, irresponsible, usu-
ally make low scores,
112
Joy P. Guilford, Personality (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p, 419.
^^^
Ibid
.
,
p. 420.
114Gordon, Manual 1963 Revision Gordon Personal
Profile
.
p. 3,
——— " “
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Data obtained for this trait revealed no signifi-
cant differences among the six subgroups and among the
three treatment groups. This suggests that participation
in sports activities does not necessarily have any in-
fluence on an individual's Responsibility. Perhaps it
would be appropriate for individuals concerned with the
effects of sports participation on personality to study
this problem from the point of view of the phenomena
associated with the sport experience per se rather than
from the behavioral approach.
Emotional Stability : High scores on this
Scale are generally made by individuals
who are well-balanced, emotionally stable
and relatively free from anxieties and ner-
vous tension. Low scores are associated
with excessive anxiety, hypersensitivity
nervousness, and low frustration tolerance.
Generally, a very low score reflects poor
emotional balance. ^
Results of the tests revealed no significant differ-
ences among the six subgroups and among the three treat-
ment groups. It is interesting, however, to note that
the F ratio in the interaction between the six subgroups,
was significant at the ,01 level of confidence. This
interaction, although not reaching significance in this
study, might nevertheless suggest that Emotional Stability
Ibid
.
.
p. 3.
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shows consistent effect across conditions for varsity
athletes and intramural participants. However, inverse
effects across conditions appear in the non-athletes group.
Sociability: High scores are made by in-dividuals, who like to be with and work
with people, and who are gregarious and
sociable. Low scores reflect a lack of
gregariousness, a general restriction in
social contacts, and in the extreme, an
actual avoidance of social relationships.
Results of the tests revealed that significant dif-
ferences at the .01 level of confidence existed between
the varsity athletes and non-participants. These results
may be accounted for, in part, by the fact that most of
the varsity players tested were athletes who participated
in team sports. Team sports like football, soccer, etc.,
rely on the cooperation, coordination, and communication
among participants. The results, therefore, indicate
that, according to Gordon the varsity athletes are likely
to work more with people and to be more gregarious and
sociable. The non-participants tend to be more restricted
in social contacts, are lacking gregariousness, and might
even avoid social relationships.
Cautiousness : Individuals who are highly
cautious, who consider matters very care-
fully before making decisions, and do not
like to take chances or run risks, score
high on this Scale. Those who are impulsive.
116
Ibid
.
.
p. 3.
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act on the spur of the moment^ make hur-
rred or snap decisions, enjoy taking chances
and seak excitement, score lov; on this bcale! 1.17
Results Oi. the tests revealed no significant differ-
ences among the six subgroups and among the three treat-
ment groups. l-Iov7ever, the F ratio of the three treatment
groups v;as significant at the .10 level of confidence, the
non-participants scoring the highest and the varsity ath-
leres scoring the lowest. According to Gordon, cautious-
ness involves an aspect of decision making. Sincd it
has never been shown that sports participation contri-
butes significantly to the decision making process, one
shou3.d not necessarily expect a higher score for athletes
than non-participants.
P.^jj-g>''-ri al Thinking : High scoring indivi-
duals like to work on difficult problems,
are j.ntelD.ectually curious, enjoy thought-
provoking questions and discussions, and
like to think about new ideas. Low* scoring
individuals dislike working on difficult
or complicated problems, do not care about
thought-provoking questions and discussions
.
Results of the tests revealed no significant differ-
ences among the six subgroups and among the three treat-
ment groups. This may be explained by the fact that this
trait addresses itself m.ainly to the intellectual abilities
3 X
^Gordon, Manu al 1963 Revision Gordon Personal
Inventory
.
p„ 3. -
'
IIP
Ibid
.
,
p. 3.
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Of the students, wherees the criteria used in the classi-
fication Of the subjects was not of an intellectual nature
but rather of a physical nature. Nevertheless, this
finding gives some evidence to contradict the myth that
athletes are some tines less intellectually inclined
than non-athletes
B
High scores are madeoy those individuals who have great faith
and trust in people, and are tolerant
patient, and understanding
„ Lov; scores
rej.lect a lack of trust or confidence inpeople, and a tendency to be critical of
others and to become annoyed or irritatedby what others do.
kesults of the tests revealed no significant dif-
ferences among the six subgroups and among the three
tj.eabaent groups. it seems quite logical to assume that
tnis parcicular trait is found in people v;ho participate
in sports activities as well as people v;ho do not parti-
cipate in sports activitj.es e It certainly seems to be
a fundamental trait v/hich is realized to a greater or
lesser degree in any kind of physical or social activi
ty that requires interaction betv-een people
»
scores on this scale charac-
terizes the individual v.iio is vigorous
and energetic, who likes to v/ork and move
rapidly, and v;ho is able to accomplish
more than the average person, Lovj scores
119
Ibid
,
,
p, 3
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are associated v;ith vitality or energy
level, a preference for setting a slow pace
and a tendency to tire easily and to be
'
below average in terms of sheer output
or productivity.
Results of the tests revealed that significant dif-
ferences at the .05 level of confidence existed between
varsity athletes and non-participants. in addition sig-
nificanc dnferences at the ,01 level of confidence existed
in each of the three treatment groups. These results
constitute evidence that vjithin the Gordon frame of re-
ference, individuals v;ho participate in sports activities
are considered to be vigorous and energetic; they like
to work and move rapidly, and are able to accomplish more
than the average person. Vigor as a trait in athletes,
3-S undoubtedly related to the amount of physical energy
demanded in the particular varsity competitive skill.
Vigor may be inferred to be positively related to per-
formance. That is, the individuals demonstrate a real
willingness to go out to the field, and be actively in-
I
volved. This trait may also add to competence in per-
formance. Yet the reverse may also occur; that is, in-
dividuals v.’ho do not demonstrate a high degree of vigor
v.’ithin their personality structure might be less inclined
120
Ibid
.
.
p. 3,
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to be attracced to some hind of performance demanding
physical shills.
In summarizing the findings of the first section
it was revealed that the varsity athletes treatment groups
v/ere significantly different from the non-participants
treatment group on the three personality traits of As-
cendancy, Sociability and Vigor. These findings are
consistent V7ith other research. In 1958 McKinney,
using the same instruments as in this study, tested col-
lege fj.eshiuan v7omen. The population v/as divided into
three subgroups j high, middle, and lov; physical fitnesse
Ml thrcetraits—Ascendancy, Sociability and Vigor--
wore found to be the only three traits significantly
different betv;een the high and the low physical fitness
groups. Guilford and Zimmerman in examining relation-
ships of various factors of personality fcund that, "The
197
strongest relationships are v;ith the factor A and S."
(A-“A.scendancy S--Sociability )
.
'’Eva D, McKinney, "The relationships between cer-
tain factors of personality. and selected components of
physical fitness of College Freshman women." (unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, Massachusetts
,
1958).
122Guilford, op. cit .
„
p. 96.
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Section Two - Differences of Body-Cathexis
The four null hypotheses in Section Two were de-
signed to determine whether or not significant differ-
ences in Body-Cathexis existed among the six selected
subgroups of the male senior high school students tested.
A summary of the findings for hypotheses four,
five, and six are presented in Table 30,
As indicated in Table 30 results of the Body-Cathexis
Test revealed no significant differences among the six
subgroups and among the three treatment groups. These
findings are in accord with the findings reported by
123Read in which no significant differences of Body-Image
were found among competitive athletes.
Section Three - Correlation Between Body-
Cathexis and Personality Traits
The null hypothesis in Section Three was designed
to determine the relationship between Body-Cathexis and
the eight personality traits among the five selected sub-
groups. As noted earlier all intramural participants are
considered as one subgroup for this part of the study.
Summary of the findings for the seventh null hypo-
thesis is presented in Table 31. The discussion that
123
Read, op, cit .
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follov7S Table 31 is presented in two categories.
1 . Co2rrelatj^qn be tween each personality trait
and^jBodvi^gt^ all of the five —
The correlation between Body-Cathexis and the eight per-
sonality traits across the five subgroups revealed that
the personality traits Cautiousness and Personal Relations
were not significantly correlated with any of the five
groups. The personality traits Responsibility, Emotional
Scability, and Original Thinking were found to be 'Corre-
lated at the .05 level of confidence only with the non-
participant groups who took part in outside of school
sport’s activities. Ascendancy was found to be corre-
lated with the winter and spring fall athletes and the
non-participants v/ho participate and do not participate
in outside of school sports activities, at the ,05 level
of confidence. Sociability was significantly correlated
at the ,05 level of confidence v;ith the fall varsity
athletes and the non-participants who participate and
do not participate in outside of school sports activi-
ties, Both Ascendancy and Sociability were correlated
at the ,01 level of confidence v;ith the intramura], par-
ticipants group.
Vigor was correlated with the v;inter and spring
varsity athletes and the intramural participants at the
,05 level of confidence, while a negative correlation
105
at the eOl level of confideiice
participants^ those v;ho do not
sports activities c Ascendancy
v/as obtained for the non-
engage in outside of school
,
Sociability and Vigor
revealed the highest correlation among the eight traits
v;ith Body-Cathexis o These v-zere the same three traits
that were found to be significantly different among the
three treatment groups described in Section One of this
study. Closer examination indicates that among the three
traits highly correlated v/ith Body-Cathexis Ascendancy,
ana Sociability are a].most identical in obtained numerical
value.
2 • Correlation betv/een Bodv-Cathexis and the eight
il^ggQflelity traits v;ithin each group.—The largest number
or significant correlations seem to exist in the groups
categorized as the intramural particj.pants and non-parti-
cipants who do engage in outside of school siDorts acti-
vities. These two groups are almost identical with the
exception of the low^ negative correlation of Cautiousness
in the non-participants group.
The tv7o varsity athletes groups also seem to be almost
alike in relationship betvv^een all traits and Body-Cathexis
v/ith the exception of Ascendancy, Sociability and Vigor.
The non-participants vjho do not engage in outside
of school sports activities vjere found to have a signi-
ficant correlation between their Body-Image and their
Ascendancy and Sociability traits at the ,05 level of
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confidence. Vigor was recorded as negatively correlated
the ,01 level of confidence.
In summary the finding of this Section revealed that
of the five groups, Body-Image correlated most with person-
ality traits of intramural participants and non-participants
who are engaged in outside of school sports activities.
Also, there appear to be fundamental differences in the
way in which athletes look and feel toward their bodies
and the way which non-participants and intramural partici-
pants look and feel toward their bodies. There are also
differences in the uses each group assigns to his body.
A good illustration of differences that the body plays
within the process of personality development is provided
124by Friedenberg in his book " The Vanishing Adolescent "
.
Friedenberg indicates that during adolescence the pro-
cess of growth is the process of development of the ego,
which means that in this stage of development the body
is integrated into ones developmental process. If the
body is not integrated, it can be used as a means of
compensating for a lack of self esteem. For Fridenberg
this situation is exemplified by the student Thomas the
124
( Boston
:
Edgar Z. Friedenberg, The Vanishing Adolescent
Beacon Press, 1969).
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athlete. "His body earns him all the satisfactions he
gets: status, victory, recognition
.... jhe worst
thxng he can imagine happening to him is that a relatively
minor and separable part of his body might get broken.
Ic seems to be really all he possesses. He exploits it,
he takes good care of it, but it does not seem to have
occurred to him that he could live in it himself.
Some similarities with Friedenberg's ideas can also
be found in the results of this Section. The fact' that
a very low correlation between Body-Cathexis end personality
traits existed among the varsity athletes might give a
strong indication that for many athletes, who took psirt
in this study, the body serves as a vehicle to achieve
certain goals but in actuality the same athlete is alie-
nated from his body. On the other hand, the non-partici-
pants who do not engage in any sports activities in school
and outside of school may have some feelings of rejec-
tion toward their bodies, causes for this rejection suggests
nuiTiGrous a.r©as for further invGstigation* Th© tv7o groups
^
the non-part.lcipants who partrlcipate voluntarily in sport
activities outside of school and the intramural partici-
pants seem to both feel raore comfortable and have a po-
sitive attitude tovjard their bodies.
12.5
Ibid, p„ 109.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMvIARY, CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The pjrpose or this chapter is to present a brief
summary of selected chapter sections followed by the con-
clusions and discussion. Included in the discussion are
the implications and recommendations of the study.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate re-
la cionships^. if any, betV7een specified personality traits
and Body-Cathexis of male high school senior participants
and non-participants in athletics.
Seniors who serveo. as subjects for the investigation
v.’ere classified into three groups.
A. Varsity athletes categorized by (1) fall sports
(2) v/inter and spring sports.*
Be Intramural participants categorized by (1) fall
sxoorts, (2) winter and spring sports.**
C. Non-participants categorized by (1) students
who do not participate in any organized extra-
curricular sports activities at school but
*The initials FV and USV in this document refer to
Fall Varsity athletes and winter and spring varsity ath-
letes respectively.
**The initials FI and WSI in this document refer to
Fail Intramural participants . and Winter and Spring Intra-
mural participants respectively.
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sports activities outside school
\ 2 ) students who do not participate in any *
organized extracurricular sports activities
at school and do not participate in any sports
activities outside school,***
Specifically the investigation was conducted:
1« To compare personality traits of (1) fv WSV
athletes, (2) FI
,
WSI participants and^(3) NPOSP
and NPOSN non-participants.
2. To compare Body-Cathexis of (1) FV, WSV athletes
(2) FI, WSI participants, and (3) NPOSP and
^
NPOSN non-participants.
3. To intercorrelate obtained personality trait
indices and Body-Cathexis indices among each
of the five designated groups and to identify
personality correlates with Body-Cathexis.
To expedite this investigation the following null
hypotheses were tested;
1, There are no differences (p<^.05) in scores
on the individual personality traits between
individuals in the different treatment groups.
Treatment group one includes the varsity athletes,
treatment group two includes the intramural
participants and treatment group three includes
the non-participants,
2, There are no differences (p<:^.05) in scores
on the individual personality traits between
individuals in the different conditions. Con-
dition one includes FV athletes, FI participants
and NPOSP non-participants. Condition two
includes WSV athletes, WSI participants and
NPOSN non-participants.
***The initials NPOSP and NPOSN in this document refer
to students who do not participate in any organized extra-
curricular sports activities at school but participate
in sports activities outside school, and students who do
not participate in any organized extracurricular sports
activities at school and do not participate in any sports
activities outside of school respectively.
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3.
4.
Treatment groups do not interact with conditionsin scores on the individual personality traits?
(P<.05) in scores
??
Body-Cathexis between individuals in
on^
groups. Treatment group
a?onn ^ ^
varsity athletes, treatmentgr up two includes the intramural participantsand treatment group three includes the noLparticipants
,
5.
6 .
There are no differences (p<.05) in scores
on the Body-Cathexis between individuals in the
conditions. Condition one includesFV athletes, FI participants and NPOSP non-participants. Condition two includes VJSV athletesWSI participants and NPOSN non-participants.
Treatment groups do not interact with conditionsin scores on the Body—Cathexis
.
significant correlation between Body-Cathexis and each individual personality trait
among each of the following groups: (1) fv
WSV athletes, (2) PI, WSI participants, and'(3) NPOSP, NPOSN non-participants (p<.05).
The subjects who were involved in this study were
male high school seniors obtained from five schools in
Western Massachusetts. All of the schools are members
of the same athletic conference and compete against one
another. The five participating school were: West
Springfield High School, Holyoke High School, Chicopee
Comprehensive High School, Chicopee High School and West-
field High School.
One Personal Data Form, two personality tests, Gordon
Personality Profile and Gordon Personality Inventory and
one "Body-Cathexis" Test, Secord-Jourard were utilized
Ill
in collecting data for this study. All tests were ad-
ministered at the end of October 1969,
The primary statistical treatments used in analysing
the data required use of the two-way analysis of variance,
the Newman-Keuls method for Multiple comparisons, corre-
lation coefficients, the Fisher's r to z transformation
method, and the Olkin test for significant differences
of correlation coefficient.
Tost results relating to the nine hypotheses weret
1. Significant differences in the personality
trait Vigor existed (p^.Ol) between FV and WSV
athletes
,
2. Significant differences in the personality
trait Vigor existed (pC.Ol) between FI and WSI
participants
.
3. Significant differences in the personality
trait Vigor existed (p <,01 ) between NPOSP and
NPOSN non-participants,
4. Significant differences in the personality
trait Ascendancy existed (p<.01) between the
FV, WSV athletes and the NPOSP, NPOSN non-
participants
.
5. Significant differences in the personality trait
Ascendancy existed (p<.05) betv/een the FV, WSV
athletes and the FI, WSI participants.
6. Significant differences in the personality trait
Sociability existed (p<,01) between the FV, WSV
athletes and the NPOSP, NPOSN non-participants.
7. Significant differences in the personality trait
Vigor existed (p<.01) between the FV, WSV athletes
and the NPOSP, NPOSN non-participants.
8. Significant positive correlation between Body-
Cathexis and the personality trait Sociability
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existed (p^l.OS) among the FV athletes.
9.
10
.
Significant positive correlation between Bodv-
and the personality traits Ascendancy
and Vigor existed (p <.05) among the WSV athletes,
Significant positive correlation between Body-
personality trait Vigor existedtp ^.05) and between Body-Cathexis and the person-aiity traits Ascendancy and Sociability (p < 01)among the intramural participants.
11.
Significant positive correlation between Body-Cathexis and the personality traits Ascendancy
Responsibility, Emotional Stability, Sociability
and Original Thinking existed (p<.05) among
the NPOSP non-participants.
12. Significant positive correlation between Body-
Cathexis and the personality traits Ascendancy
and Sociability existed (p<.05) among the NPOSN
non-participants
.
13. Significant negative correlation between Body-
Cathexis and the personality trait Vigor existed
(P\»01) among the NPOSN non-participants.
Conclusions
From the evidence obtained in this study the following
conclusions may be drawn.
1. Significant (p^.Ol) differences in two person-
ality traits. Ascendancy and Sociability, as
measured by the Gordon Personal Profile existed
between varsity athletes, intramural partici-
pants and non-participants.
2. Significant (p<T.05) differences in the person-
ality trait Vigor, as measured by the Gordon
Personal Inventory existed between varsity
athletes, intramural participants and non-
participants
.
3. Significant (p <. 01) differences in the person-
ality trait Vigor existed among FV and WSV ath-
letes, among FI and WSI participants and among
U3
4
.
HPOSP and HPOSK non-participants.
significant differences in Body-Cc.che...is among varsity athlo-heiQ ^ i ^
oar1 1 r* i n Tn
o
^ iri i-i aiTiur alP t:ic pani,s ana non-participants
«
sign.lvicant correlations both posi-tive ond negative between Body-Cathexis and’
varied"s?ani?'-^^'^M relationship
FV and u$v following groups,
DISCUSSION
In his professional role, it has con>e to the author’s
attention that individuals have different responses and
feelings toward their bodies. Observations over the years
were, in fact, responsible for the undertaking of this
investn-gation. The question of reciprocity, if any, that
might exist between personality traits and Body-Cathexis
was a paramount inf.luence in the formulation of this study.
In order to assure that the scope of the problem
could be both meaningful and manageable only one parti-
cuo.ar phase of the student's educational experience v7qs
studied.
The purpose of this study was not to establish any
cause and effect relationship pertaining to the information
obtained from the data, Hov/ever one way in v/hich this
invectj.gation rn.ay contribute to knowledge sought by
professional educators is by focusing sharply, on a
sesries of c{uestions that emanate directly from the data
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obtained. In other v;ords^ there seems to reside within
these findings about personality traits and Body-Cathexis
hypocheses v;hich warrant research investigation.
As his means of highlighting what are regarded to
be crucial factors relating to his work, the author poses
and discusses the follov7ing implications for further study,
1. V7hat is the exact relationship betv;een person-
ality traits and sports activities? As a part of this
major question one must ask can variables be adequately
controlled to permit cause-effect inferences to be dravjn?
lo whai- c.egree can the generalized behavior that occurs
within sport be defined and studied? Within the scope
of this study, these questions ajre treated only to a
limited degree. As already reported in the review of
literature, there is not, as yet any scientific data that
can categ'orically define and explain the nature and extent
of this relationship. The findings of this study revealed
that of the eight personality traits as measured by the
Gordon Personal Profile and the Gordon Personal Inven-
tory five traits Responsibility, Emotional Stability,
Cautiousness, Original Thinking and Personal Relations
vjere not found to be significantly different. But, on
three personality, traits—-Ascendancy, Sociability and
Vigor, there vzas a significant difference. The sameness
among the five traits for v;hich no significant difference
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v^as identified may be explained in part by the fact that
at the high school level the homogeneity among male students
is stronger than the still developing and yet to emerge
parsonality differences. Undoubtedly other points of
view could be offered. Among those items for v/hich dif-
ferences v;ere obtained the trait Vigor seems to be the most
differentiating one among the three traits. These findings,
give rise to the question of whether or not these person-
ality differences, as measured by Gordon's Personal Pro-
file and Inventory, are a result of participation in
extracurr icu3. ar sports activities, or v/hether the obtained
personality differences predate participation in various
levels of sports activities within the school system and
outside of schcolc It is possible to assume that develoio-
ment of the traits occurs simultaneous to participation,
that is, that they are both "operating" simultaneously
v;ithin adolescent boys. One may believe that the dominance
of specific personality traits may influence one to select
I
specific athletics events. Then once engaged in the ac-
tivities, the nature of the specific activities might
contribute fiirther to the development and strengthening
of their specific traits. Several ways cf exploring
thj.s issue are herev/ith suggested.
First, conduct sirr.ilar studies utilizing different
measures of personality and different groupings of subjects,
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within the context of various types of educational in-
stitutions. Secondly propose a series of experimental
model studies to investigate the effects upon certain
personality characteristics by varying degrees of the
application of sports activities. And thirdly, an ap-
proach that will really uncover some changes that occur
in personality traits due to participation in sports
activities would be a longitudinal study i.e., continuously
repeated measures of personality using the same instru-
ments, over a period of time.
2. What are some of the factors that influence
one's self concept of his Body-Image? Does this influ-
ence occur either prior to or simultaneous with the emer-
gence of personality traits?
The results of this study revealed no significant
differences in Body-Cathexis between the groups. At this
time however there is no way to attribute lack of dif-
ferences solely to physical activities. Perhaps the most
logical way to gain more knowledge about the Body-Cathexis
phenomena is to study the kind of experiences which do
relate directly to Body-Cathexis. Obviously this will
involve a series of investigation which by design focus
on homogeneous experiential factors.
The term Body-Cathexis, as utilized in this study
can not be isolated from the many other factors that
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influence one's attitude tov/ard his body. Some of the
most crucial elements of such influences are no doubt
in the general environment in which on Ij.ves and the
types of values that both the society and the indivi-
dual puts on his body^ as a v>?hole, and as a vehicle for
expressive use in physical activities, in particular
«
As already indicated in previous chapters, the point
Ox view about Body-Cathexis taken as a frame of refer-
ence by the author does not consider Body-Cathexiji and
personality as separate entities, but rather as a uni-
fied concept, as interpreted by Schilder, Schiider states
that
:
Boaies are after all not isolated entities.
The body and the body image are always the
boay and the body image of a personality
v;hich expresses itself in the body. The
body-image is never an isolated part of
our existence but is a part of every ex-
pe.rience. The human personality is a person-
ality v;ith a body which expresses itself
in the body-image and only on the basis of
the understanding of the body image can
we understand the personality fully,
Perhaps the key word here is the word "experience".
Only by specifying the truly unique contributions of
each of the many diversified experiences v;ith v;hich people
are associated would one be qu.alified to reach some conclusions.
Body"
X2 6Paul Schiider, "Image and Appearance of the Human
Psyche Monog, No,,4, Kegan, Paul, 1935.
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3. V7hat are some of the factors inf.luencing the
d.ij.ferences attained among the various groups, in the
relationship betv/een Body-Cathexis and personality traits?
The findings of the study revealed that the level
of these relationshiiis between Body-Cathexis and person-
ality traits varied betV7een separate personality traits
and certain groups, and among groups in general „ Perhaps
the relationship for which there is little rational is
the signiricant negative relationship recorded between
the trait Vigor and the Body-Cathexis among the NPOSN
non—pc'X cicipants (p^ o01)o This may be attributed to
causal factors yet to be uncoveredc Ainong the groups,
the highest correlation between Body-Cathexis and person-
ality treiits V7as recorded among the intramural partici-
pants and the NPOSP non-participants
„ This findings
give rise to the follov7ing major questioiio What, if
any, V7ere the unique physical experiences of these two
groups V7hich may explain this high correlation? It is
not only important to know^ that such a difference exists
but also an answer needs to be found V7hich reveals V7hy
this is soc Further research should be initiated to in-
vestigate the v7hole range and nature of voluntary physical
activities e It is further evident, from the f.i.ndings of
this study, that the relationships between Body-Cathexis
and person7ility among studentswho participated in outside
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of school sports activities and students who participated
in intramural activities within the school may be con-
sidered to be alike. While both groups, the intramural
participants and the NPOSP non-participant, share the
fundamental elements of voluntary participation, which
are associated with personal enjoyment, fun and self
satisfaction, we still must ask if there are any differ-
ences between the two types of individuals who partici-
pate in these groups, A question that follows relates
to the components of the experiences that may explain
likeness found in this study. Although intramural ath-
letics has not gained the kind of wide acceptance that
is frequently associated with varsity athletics, intra-
murals are, nevertheless, highly regarded as an integral
part of school physical education program and a varied
educational experience. In a national conference, held
at Michigan State University in 1964, attended by fifty-
one educators and consultants it was agreed that:
"A major role of intramural is the develop-
ment of wholesome attitudes regarding the
value which physical activity has in modern
living. The hurry-fast pace of living
requires a body 'which knows itself and
which can successfully meet the problems
encountered in everyday living. The problems
may be of a social or emotional nature,
and the human body, a totally fit human
body, is capable of successfully adjusting
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v/ith these problems as they arise
Tne finaings or this study reinforce some of the
basic ideas embodied in the above statemento Perhaps
it is t.Line not only to ask ourselves how many students
participate in intramural sports activities^ but even
more importantly it is time to analyze the value that
such participation brings to the individual student
»
Still other suggested research might be designed
to identify some of the factors that might have caused
tliC difj_erences at earned betvjeen the tvjo varsity orouus
the NPOSN non-participants and the intramural partici-
pants and the NP03P non-participants* Other related
guestj^ons involving' intramuira]. participation can be posed
regarding the m.otives and reasons behind voluntary partic
pations*
Another suggestion for further research is that
the present study be expanded in scope continuously so
as to include a larger and more diversified sample with
sports participation being more narrov7ly specified.
To this end the sample should include both boys and girls
hit the elementary and junior hj.gh levels. A greater
sample would^ of course contribute to the establishment
127David 0, Mathews (ed.), Intramurals for the
senior high school (Chicago^ Illinois: The Athletic
Institute, 19(>4), p. 3.
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of wiaer more, meaningful conclusions regarding the extra-
curro-cular sports program. This approach will also allow
for a more controlled systematic differentiation between
the various individual stjorts and team sports and the
nature of its participations. Furthermore better insight
can be gained about the values of formal and informal
participation associated with varsity athletics and intra-
mural pai ticipation
, And last, a 3-ongitudinal study should
be under cahen in oroer to systematically explore the changes
5.n the rela.tionships betv/een Body-Cathexis and personality
traits over a long period of time.
In summary, the findings of this study have not
provided any solution or clear cut ansv;ers to the many
questions about this important topic. Rather, the contri-
bution vfnich the study makes to the field of education
as a v7hole and physical education in particular is the
establishment of acceptable research evidence that dif-
ferences in the relationship betvzeen Body-Cathexis and
personality traits among male senior high school students
do exist. Therefore, the investigation of the causal
factors V7hich explain these differences need to be under-
taken. Perhaps the hypothetical type of questions that
researchers should investigate are: (1) What is the role
of the Body-Cathexis in an individual's total behavior
and V7hat are its effects on his personality? (2) What
122
are the contributions that physical activities in general
and extracurricular activities in particular raay make tovzard
increasing relationships betv/ean Body-Cathexis and person-
ality traits? and (3) Hov; can the physical educator posi-
tively contribute toward this end?
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APPENDIX A
BODY-CATHEXIS TEST'"^
NAPiE
Instructions: On the following page is 1-isted anumber of things characteristic of your body or’ relatedto^your body. Consider each item and encircle the number
r.iuer each item wnich bast represents your feelings ac-
coraing to the following scale;
^ "" myself fortunate ~ Encircle a ( 5 ) for
those aspects of yourself about which you feel
proud or happy
^
or v/hich give you a pleasant
feeling when you thi.nk about theme For >example
if you are proud of your body build
^
encircle
a 5 after that itemo
^ s atisf3-ed - Encirc3.e a (4) for those aspects
of yourself about v;hich you are satisfied with
but not as strong as in category 5.
^ no particular feelings one v/ay’’ or tliie
other - Encircle a (3) for those aspects of
yourself about which you have no feelings cit
all.
2 Donyt like, but can put up V7ith ~ Encircle a
(2) for those aspects of yourself about which
you do not like^, but do not feel as strong
as that in category 1 below.
^ “ Have strong feelings and V7ish change could
somehow be made - *Encircle a ("l ) for those
aspects of yourself about v/hich you worry or
v;hich you disli.ke or which cause you to be
unhappy v/hen you think about theme For example,
if V7hen you think about it you. are c-uite dis-
appointed \;ith your body build, encircle a
1 after that item.
*Secord and Joura3:d, "The Appi-^aisal of Pody-Cathexis
Body-'Cathexis and the Self," Journal of Coujiselinq Psy-
chology
.
17:r>, 1953, p. 343.
BODY-CATHEXIS TEST
5 - Consider myself fortunate
4 - Am satisfied
3 " Have no feelings either v;ay
2 - Don't like but can put up v;ith
1 " Have strong feelings and vjish change
could somehov; be made
h air 1 2 3 4 5
facial complexion 12345
appetite 12345
hands 12345
distribution of hair
over body 12345
nose 12345
fingers 12345
elimination 12345
v;rists 1 2 3 4 5
breathing 12345
v/aist 1 2 3 4 5
energy level 12345
back 12345
ears 12345
chin 123 4 5
exercise 12345
forehead 12345
feet 12345
sleep 12345
knees 12345
posture 12345
sex 1 2345
trunk 12345
ankles 12345
neck 12345
shape of head 12345
body build 12345
profile 12345
height 12345
age 12345
V7idth of shoulders 1 2 3 4 5
arras 1 2 3 4 5
chest 12345
eyes ]. 2 3 4 5
digestion 12345
hips 1 2345
skin texture 12345
lips 12345
legs 1234 5
teeth 12345
voice 12^45
health 12345
sex activity 12345
face 12345
V7eight 1 2 3 4 5
back of head 12345
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appendix b
Personal Data
Name High School
The Personal Data is divided into three cateaorioc:
and
description of the three categoriesidentify the one v;hich you belong to« Ansv?er all thequestions under the chosen category only
.
A
. Varsity athletes*
U Id; you were a member of a varsity or Junior
Varsity athletic team during the la.st acade-
mic ^year, check the follov/ing list and place
an X in the blanks belov^:
2
.
3,
basketball
baseball
|
cross
country
hockey
^
football
soccer
track and
field
golf^
^
gymnastics
skiing^
swimm i.ng
tennis
wres tling
la crosse
others^^
Tspecify
)
Are you a
this year'
No
member of a varsity team, in any of
s fall sports?
Yes
- Which sport?
If you Vv’ere a member of a varsity team in more
than one sporty state them in order of preference.
One Two Three
4. Do you participate in other physical activities
outside of school?
Yes No I
CATEGORY B . Students who participate in intramurals but
are not members of any varsity team,
1. Did you participate in any intramural sports
in the last academic year?
No Y^'es - Which sports?
2. Do you participate in any of thj.s fall's in-
tramural sports?
No_ Yes - Which sports?
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3. If ou pcirticipc\tGcI in luore
sports
^
state thera in order
One Two
than one intramural
of preference.
Three
4 Do you participate in other physical activi-ties outside of school?
No Yes
.^ ^pOORY C . Students who were not and are not members
of &ny varsity team and who do not parti-
cipate in any intramural sports.
1« Place an X in the blank belov\7 :
Non-participation
2. List any other activities in which you parti-
cipate in school or out of school.
Activities which require physical involvement
2. 3.___ 4.
B. Any other activities
3. ])o you participate in other physical activities
outside of school?
No Yes
I
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APPENDIX C - (I)
Raw Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
of Pall Varsity Athletes
Personality - Traits
Body-
Cathexis
XXX
'
Xo.S>
5°^
06 21 24 09 21 16 15 22 172
"
29 20 08 29 11 18 11 30 169
14 28 25 11 31 31 18 34 155
25 22 28 27 24 23 23 34 210
20 23 24 26 24 21 16 24 187
25 29 25 23 24 21 20 27 124
06 20 23 18 15 21 17 19 170
31 25 24 08 27 22 23 30 163
16 21 24 28 22 32 27 31 165
15 07 09 20 08 22 14 20 160
22 13 20 22 08 19 15 07 172
18 22 33 15 11 18 22 23 175
19 17 25 18 17 21 11 19 138
22 23 25 23 21 19 19 23 178
28 19 22 2 5 08 25 23 23 144
19 22 23 25 20 21 22 27 183
19 24 22 27 20 20 2 23 171
15 24 24 25 20 22 2 25 182
21 19 19 18 21 16 17 32 163
22 22 16 17 23 27 33 17 205
28 12 17 23 20 23 21 22 197
22 20 20 28 26 31 23 21 185
21 28 31 24 2 5 2 7 32 18 170
17 29 24 19 23 25 28 23 174
25 14 12 23 17 20 22 19 135
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(Continued)
Personal!ty - Traits
“= i! II li II II
Body-
Cathexis
<-
2 7 18 28 29 20 28 32 18 --[-gj22 31 24 26 17 37 25 29 04724 15 14 23 25 25 26 22 18021 24 21 31 29 25 30 26 17420 21 24 30 11 24 14 27 185
24 25 24 14 20 32 19 31 18525 20 20 24 17 14 14 23 185ly 17 19 22 20 18 18 24 22121 30 30 26 12 21 18 21 157
17 16 20 17 20 26 16 29 248
12 33 31 19 25 21 26 23 169
21 19 20 19 18 16 25 17 216
34 19 22 22 26 20 26 17 198
19 20 20 32 20 2 7 35 26 131
27 15 13 23 11 19 19 20 178
28 26 15 28 2 26 17 34 146
24 25 23 32 18 3 3 24 33 180
22 30 2 5 22 19 19 24 22 147
29 21 14 22. 24 20 14 29 142
16 28 28 24 17 26 ' 33 26 195
23 21 24 17 16 19 15 28 223
19 31 25 23 30 31 28 29 170
23 24 23 16 18 15 15 16 171
21 28 27 28 22 31 25 32 152
21 17 20 22 16 25 22 17 130
17 30 31 15 16 21. 20 31 188
19 22 21 15 24 20 21 19 172
20 19 27 17 26 22 24 24 153
20 17 21 24 19 24 21 25 166
12 16 15 18 26 23 21 25 143
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Personality
- Traits
Body-
Cathexis
16 17 08 17
12 25 29 16
24 15 21 • 10
28 24 18 32
19 24 28 27
26 18 20 18
23 18 27 24
22 22 28 18
28 22 30 23
23 25 28 21
08 11 13 19
23 20 17 08
19 17 10 30
20 23 26 22
14 24 27 19
26 21 16 19
27 24 28 28
27 2.1 21 32
13 19 13 29
20
.
11 17 13
24 12 16 14
24 19 11 26
23 25 29 26
24 14 19 24
23 23 25 26
23 14 21 22
23 30 25 26
23 18 26 15
16 17 13 26
13 26 30 12
18 17 15 14 198
25 16 27 25 166
20 17 16 21 165
21 16 25 22 179
16 23 13 26 202
14 22 16 24 127
2 7 22 28 23 187
09 14 14 18 130
24 31 25 36 182
20 18 21 13 161
22 27 35 24 150
32 16 25 13 177
12 27 29 31 128
24 23 29 23 192
24 30 28 21 164
11 13 12 22 173
21 18 24 21 200
15 18 16 21 153
15 2 7 16 31 198
14 13 ' 17 15 190
13 24 12 15 149
07 19 15 28 150
20 19 24 25 182
16 20 31 22 185
19 21 19 19 171
21 19 23 25 163
20 30 28 28 171
21 32 15 22 180
14 21 20 21 174
23 32 2 5 38 199
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Personality - Traits
'^o
X X 'v-^
Body-
Cathexis
19 19 21 13 14 21 21 16 17823
15
17 17
26 24
21
23
22
24
20
19
22
22
18
22
189
14523 19 17 13 13 16 10 27 14423 23 26 16 18 19 23 16 163
09 18 17 24 22 26 21 19 145
16 19 22 16 14 22 16 22 207
17 25 23 18 23 22 23 34 154
22 25 25 15 25 26 15 26 174
16 30 24 20 30 23 21 34 110
24 13 14 14 23 21 22 20 180
19 27 28 25 29 27 22 34 161
15 23 26 20 19 20 24 21 141
lO- 13 14 12 23 19 25 25 180
20 13 16 15 31 12 22 15 222
25 19 19 21 18 16 18 20 187
25 26 30 26 25 20 18 21 186
23 17 16 26 13 27 20 24 090
18 18 19 24 22 20 17 15 159
25 25 22 15 25 18 19 26 172
21 22 24 27 23 23 19 17 183
21 23 24 18 16 18 19 20 180
23 24 25 24 20 19 22 16 152
13 13 18 19 17 16 20 15 166
21 14 19 22 25 18 19 20 190
2 7 21 21 23 22 16 18 14 165
23 2 7 28 26 22 28 25 27 149
24 19 24 24 21 19 18 24 182
18 27 25 22 30 26 2 7 21 182
26 29 31 24 13 24 33 24 188
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Personality ~ Traits
. 'X
% '
4^^
.
^ Xx X Eody-CQthcxi
20 25 24 29 21 27 21 22 16025 22 15 24 20 28 22 19 11821 20 18 29 10 24 20 22 17919 25 27 22 25 23 19 28 157
12 25 24 24 15 23 21 15 091
21 12 17 09 14 20 12 1.1 156
22 30 24 23 26 3 3 25 28 144
30 31 32 23 19 32 23 36 214
28 29 23 26 19 32 22 35 161
30 20 23 26 23 28 28 31 152
22 26 23 26 21 21 26 32 148
23 19 18 23 16 18 16 17 140
15 26 29 18 28 32 26 30 150
21 26 26 14 3 2 21 32 18 179
23 20 14 23 20 23 18 17 145
23 23 25 23 15 21 25 18 156
21 23 25 2 7 28 1 8 25 27 174
25 21 20 20 14 13 24 20 156
26 09 17 31 10 22 14 15 179
20 24 26 23 17 17 ' 30 20 182
24 11 13 26 19 26 28 19 202
25 23 28 29 23 22 23 19 175
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appendix C (II)
Raw Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
of Winter a.nd Spring Varsity Athletes
Personality - Traits
'Q
'"O
Pr
''J'
Body-
Cathexis
24 18 18 22 19 19 20 24 19121 30 16 23 10 14 07 25 15821
23
28
29
25
26
24
24
17
25
28
32
13
22
26
35
175
17707 22 24 14 10 12 15 19 145
19 31 30 20 20 22 18 28 142
20 22 25 28 18 22 22 2 7 195
24 17 25 23 25 17 19 23 169
24 25 29 24 28 2 7 33 24 105
23 27 32 16 32 30 28 18 230
10 15 20 11 17 05 07 19 136
26 17 14 31 17 19 17 18 135
17 18 23 18 26 14 18 26 154
25 23 22 24 21 23 21 24 170
07 20 29 09 22 16 26 22 • 180
25 25 19 29 23 22 21 18 185
28 22 25 29 19 23 23 21 212
16 23 25 23 22 19 25 23 171
31 25 21 22 26 25 23 28 160
27 22 26 21 18 21 15 28 167
22 26 30 20 19 22 27 19 147
22 13 14 09 18 24 21 2 7 183
27 20 24 25 15 13 13 13 181
06 21 16 17 09 11 14
.
09 156
26 21 24 25 20 25 19 22 191
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Personality ^ Traits
o
•S'.
Or
o.
Ofr.
'•S'/ S^r
Body-
Cathexis<
28 20 25 33 11 22 25 24 18631 16 24- 2 7 22 31 23 30 21023 2 7 26 22 28 25 26 27 18321 34 30 19 28 22 27 35 23 726 20 22 28 11 23 19 19 186
20 26 32 26 16 32 19 29 143
15 13 15 15 05 17 10 21 13 7
22 25 28 IS 18 24 19 22 123
26 17 26 27 10 22 19 29 192
18 23 22 21 26 17 22 23 172
26 17 22 24 20 26 IS 15 164
IS 21 30 17 20 25 27 20 179
32 19 23 26 16 22 24 29 180
2 7 2 7 28 24 28 31 31 32 202
19 18 20 28 19 32 28 19 143
29 24 20 30 24 27 26 23 179
27 26 25 20 31 28 24 23 175
15 19 15 21 18 21 16 22 149
29 31 23 29 20 38
. 26 28 170
12 15 06 17 20 2 5 19 24 059
27 25 18 28 22 • 32 22 26 105
21 28 24 27 29 25 25 28 144
28 25 27 22 30 22 21 26 184 .
IS 22 21 24 23 27 24 30 192
23 25 27 25 17 2 7 26 27 080
28 24 25 25 21 23 21 28 185
26 24 17 26 14 17 14 24 215
25 26 26 27 .1
7
25 27 26 177
19 16 29 14 23 20 25 18 177
25 28 30 20 26 34 24 28 177
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Personality ~ Traits
Body-
Cathexis
16 20 19 13
13 27 28 10
21 2 7 29 25
20 17 16 21
20 23 26 31
17 29 31 24
27 19 23 20
16 23 18 13
25 21 25 26
23 19 21 19
14 16 31 09
17 20 14 17
25 13 14 28
19 14 10 17
16 19 27 12
14 19 14 23
27 23 20 31
29 25 27 25
31 22 2 7 24
22 16 24 16
22 25 16 31
26 32 24 24
21 10 21 16
24 18 19 26
25 08 17 21
23 20 22 24
21 21 33 23
21 39 20 2 5
23 19 26 25
13 20 20 13
29 27 20 20 175
24 27 35 16 164
23 30 28 25 180
23 24 26 19 182
18 33 26 15 177
19 18 22 25 176
23 21 25 15 201
26 19 18 20 120
15 15 24 22 130
25 27 26 25 181
23 15 31 25 160
17 24 19 18 148
11 22 22 21 162
09 19 14 22 170
16 16 10 20 147
12 18 13 15 170
14 27 22 24 155
18 28 27 23 184
30 34 32 25 176
14 19 18 14 160
28 28 24 22 170
27 27 24 34 172
13 3 7 17 19 139
17 32 21 27 142
17 34 21 18 201
21 2 7 22 33 181
15 22 20 29 165
18 30 19 17 189
21 23 • 20 21 159
12 13 16 17 195
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Personality - Traits
Body-
V- ^C.
17 15 13 19 14 15 21 24 3 7126 21 18 29 24 19 25 20 13920 30 29 27 18 27 28 ‘ 24 1841 ^ 09 15 11 10 15 14 15 3 6317 19 20 21 11 15 16 16 188
25 27 28 25 16 24 3 4 21 3 7322
. 20 22 24 19 20 22 17 169
2 7 19 25 20 16 24 24 22 14730 22 24 30 15 32 24 33 16020 21 23 22 22 18 16 24 16S
26 18 20 21 19 24 20 26 221
lb 18 3.1 26 30 21 24 15 160
23 24 24 27 26 29 24 34 183
23 15 18 18 21 19 14 19 200
16 20 20 24 22 20 23 27 200
15 21 24 16 21 16 23
, 14 171
22 18 25 21 22 19 17 20 156
25 24 23 26 19 30 26 2 7 179
18 15 18 21 18 20 17 27 120
18 21 27 17 18 20 16 21 160
21 23 25 25 23 16 26 21 207
21 24 16 26 23 23 22 20 162
24 21 21 20 28 2 7 21 30 178
17 25 29 11 18 19 23 22 156
2 7 23 21 31 21 24 15 24 157
26 22 24 20 17 21 25 23 193
21 22 23 28 18 15 20 23 186
17 23 20 23 25 22 24 27 178
16 23 36 13 23 20 21 21 195
25 24 31 20 21 28 33 22 192
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Personality - Traits
o. <st Cl-
% Body-Cathexis
19
24
14
19
11
33
14
17
24
29
19
22
13
20
29
26
26
29
29
23
23
17
24
19
24
18
11
23
28
23
26
24
30
08
14
21
26
21
24
19
18
12
23
22
17
12
21
31
27
20
20
29
24
19
30
21
13
22
24
16
25
27 17 18 20 25 21 040
21 - 27 19 15 23 17 178
17 23 23 19 22 20 176
31 21 19 17 19 25 169
26 12 33 23 30 24 171
24 23 24 21 24 20 160
27 13 13 22 20 15 184
32 14 24 21 23 32 215
23 23 28 22 21 19 189
24 28 11 32 25 28 170
30 14 17 26 05 22 179
08 22 28 22 20 26 158
24 19 17 16 18 15 017
23 22 18 26 26 22 168
28 25 27 23 32 28 143
30 29 21 26 25 29 159
18 33 20 16 16 26 193
18 29 21 30 16 25 182
25 09 23 33 » 25 30 164
09 16 31 14 23 14 172
12 11 26 17 17 15 169
21 18 26 15 24 24 187
32 21 20 23 18 24 165
31 15 25 22 30 28 178
15 22 18 29 25 32 169
24 21 20 18 24 15 154
24 24 24 25 29 21 146
19 26 29 22 21 26 181
22 23 16 34 18 28 143
22 31 10 2 7 29 23 130
28 18 26 18 19 15 11415
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Raw Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
of Fall Intramural Participants
Personality - Traits
A o.
b
=^-'
"ft-
Body-
Cathexis
13 24 21 07 14 23 22 28 144
15 31 27 13 34 24 23 28 145
16 23 13 18 22 33 29 30 149
19 23 25 18 21 19 2.2 31 149
21 28 24 23 26 25 15 31 181
10 17 15 16 30 16 17 19 165
18 30 26 19 21 30 22 30 143
18 18 22 14 20 22 18 18 172
21 20 15 14 26 24 18 20 185
25 23 24 22 25 24
. 28 20 132
34 22 26 27 27 31 22 31 204
23 26 29 28 15 35 28 28 150
23 25 26 30 21 21 23 25 186
24 27 27 25 21 22 19 34 179
13G
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Raw Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
of Winter and Spring Intramural Participants
Personality - Traits
% "O,
'S’Ao/. f<,-
o
Body-
Cathexis
10 20 15 19 31
18 27 25 24 24
08 19 21 08 18
19 18 21 18 17
16 26 26 20 20
09 23 16 09 31
25 25 27 29 14
25 20 16 23 20
26 24 27 25 17
22 16 17 31 15
19 33 27 20 28
14 14 14 18 23
22 16 22 21 21
18 21 31 12 12
23 20 28 20 19
28 23 23 24 28
19 20 18 19 27
20 16 16 14 19
27 18 19 22 19
24 25 26 29 24
22 25 27 26 15
23 26 29 28 15
23 19 16 24 22
03 14 09 11 18
22 21 22 21^ 18
J
17 19 17 186
32 21 23 138
12 12 12 130
21 18 16 163
21 13 24 172
16 20 19 140
34 22 28 175
20 20 24 207
23 17 19 183
26 25 22 149
25 30 27 183
19 17 19 148
18 22 19 183
19 23 26 165
2.9 37 23 184
35 28 28 171
25 31 31 200
23 22 23 082
19 21 IS 136
21 31 25 180
35 22 29 176
35 22 28 174
26 27 25 178
12 09 15 174
25 18 19 177
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Personality Traits
o
o
'S'. e
<0% V \p e.
•S'
Body-
Cathcxis
15 17 22 1028 25 25 26lo 12 19 15
13 23 28 1422 23 22 21
28 25 27 2232 22 26 2 721 35 31 21
1 / 28 20 23
09 26 22 18
23
28
25
17
21
11
21
32
21 22 31 16
20 31 28 25
2 7 20 31 26
26 2 7 24 23
23 21 19 24
17 21 16 18
18 23 27 24
28 19 22 26
25 12 07 24
21 27 31 21
26 25 26 21
20 25 29 24
19 15 19 23
23 28 32 19
30 24 27 23
25 23 24 22
20
25
21
17
21
24
21
19
18
10
23
27
095
180
18317 18 20 25 1 4'3,
23 36 24 26 193
32 34 25 27 19823 30 27 28 21 935 22 2 7 20 J86l8 22 14 22 17922 25 24 23 156
17
12
33
22
15
25
14
15
25
23
24
31
156
145
15627 24 24 31 205
12 30 32 26 187
24 23 27 30 173
18
22
20
19
09
22
25
17
195
194
25 22 2 7 23 146
12 11 16 15 196
20 34 29 25 150
15 23 14 20 175
18 20 11 25 166
19 22 14 21 171
15 18 25 16 188
25 30 30 29 198
20 34 24 20 150
25 24 18
-18 182
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M^PENDIX C (V)
Raw Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
of Non—part5.cipants I'Jlio Participate in
Outside of School Sports Activities
tl II 1! I! II II II II II II '' II
Personality - Traits
——=—
— rr r= tr rr ir
Body-
Cathexis% V'
13 19 18 14 17 13 20 20 165
15 28 29 22 17 23 28 22 186
20 31 25 32 28 27 27 32 16 7
15 10 10 19 10 18 21 19 141
07 15 10 06 14 20 08- 22 219
27 22 21 28 18 23 19 23 205
13 08 16 13 18 06 16 08 150
10 23 29 14 27 22 30 31 050
25 24 26 23 23 24 30 27 222
22 27 33 18 26 27 21 30 222
19 25 31 19 14 20 19 27 184
08 14 19 05 21 IS 21 18 152
12 17 23 16 22 19 25 - 09 183
26 23 25 22 18 24 21 29 164
23 33 30 24 29 27 ' 26 26 161
19 28 19 26 32 23 26 33 152
17 18 20 2.1 22 19 15 17 154
14 15 20 19 12 18 17 XO 176
16 19 27 14 18 21 24 19 156
21 28 23 24 22 24 27 2 7 197
17 15 14 26 10 26 18 22 151
23 17 14 20 2 5 25 20 23 145
16 18 2 5 19 16 26 18 27 181
18 21 28 19 29 2 7 31 29 160
25 27 25 25 18 25 24 25 152
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Personality
- Traits
O
‘•xP
21 24 25 26 22 28 23 2524 30 26 20 25 35 26 3214 22 19 13 31 27 23 > 1719 25 25 17 29 28 25 24
23 22 20 20 11 22 12 25
25 21 22 34 23 29 26 25
20 24 30 25 20 13 20 21
17 22 25 18 18 17 24 19
16 19 11 16 24 23 23 24
25 22 23 30 23 30 23 30
22 23 27 3 2 23 24 29 25
25 26 20 29 24 24 15 33
19
. 22 18 17 28 24 32 20
19 17 17 19 16 17 11 18
25 20 28 23 21 32 23 21
14 23 25 24 18 21 2 7 30
22 29 28 16 21 31 31 23
27 17 16 30 14 23 19 26
16 16 21 19 15 16 21 16
21 21 14 22 31 20 21 19
20 21 29 18 15 13 16 14
18 20 23 17 19 28 20 33
25 20 • 24 28 24 22 31 19
21 17 24 20 10 22 23 12
21 2 7 29 25 21 29 28 26
18 22 23 15 28 21 22 17
21 22 2 7 28 08 22 22 25
22 23 30 29 13 27 25 30
19 18 24 16 20 16 ' 17 25
22 33 32 17 17 12 12 24
Body-
Cathcxis
157
220
145
168
156
163
144
17 7
132
209
171
171
173
158
162
217
188
169
163
167
190
172
109
169
194
186
205
197
120
194
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Personality ~ Trait;
o
.'<0,, -<^\. <0 'S*.
/>v
o.
Body-
Cathexis
18 17 23 14 18 21 21 24 13613 31 16 13 25 27 11 27 1552 7 28 31 20 21 26 24 ‘ 28 17307 15 15 05 21 06 11 06 14712 23 24 14 17 19 14 24 137
23 15 14 20 16 17 16 15 18126 24 28 29 22 21 21 22 17130 29 24 28 23 32 30 31 17717 22 28 11 19 25 •2 7 25 17920 18 11 23 20 20 16 18 132
29 19 22 26 26 25 15 23 175
20 2 7 23 18 25 28 22 2 7 158
29 24 25 27 20 27 23 29 164
21 2 7 30 21 21 19 18 22 14 C
20 25 27 15 26 24 • 29 30 156
22 2 7 27 24 23 25 21 25 184
17 26 27 13 2 7 33 28 26 178
10 08 14 04 13 19 20 14 135
24 26 31 25 24 29 24 31 180
23 19 23 22 12 18 20 20 181
19 22 21 29 21 21 21 15 156
28 16 23 16 21 16 24 19 181
19 17 28 29 21 37 22 20 224
2 7 25 25 22 2 7 31 29 30 153
18 32 35 32 25 28 28 27 192
25 25 26 30 23 28 23 28 163
2 7 26 25 27 27 31 23 26 190
17 22 18 28 15 20 17 18 184
24 24 25 19 26 21 ' 14 2 7 228
13 15 17 27 15 20 20 19 186
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Personality ~ Traits
•o
o
<St o«
24
16
''S'-
21
26
23
25-
V-^
13 14
26
16
20
14
24
o
16
20
Body-
Cathexis
178
160
3.44
APPENDIX C
- (VI)
Rav; Scores of Personality Traits and Body-Cathexis
Oi. Non-participants Who Do Not Participate in
Outside or Schoo3. Sports Activities
Personality - Traits
‘O
s "Exx x> Body-Cathe;
2 7 10 24 25 13 34 22 21 162
27 16 17 20 20 24 17 21 184
22 14 14 22 17 17 17 19 145
lb 22 34 10 31 30 29 18 173
23 22 2 5 16 20 21 16 22 171
24 07 12 2 5 16 31 16 18 123
09 23 2 7 09 19 10 07 14 156
22 20 23 27 28 16 2 7 13 178
16 23 31 16 16 13 23 24 165
12 15 21 15 18 18 17 13 158
24 29 30 25 22 24 20 2 5 183
16 22 26 24 22 21 22 2 7 204
06 21 17 11 15 13 19
.
22 181
14 26 23 10 34 33 26 25 159
14 25 29' 24 21 18 .32 19 184
14 19 25 09 27 25 28 14 158
19 00 06 17 05 21 15 14 136
29 27 23 24 25 28 23 34 201
20 30 29 19 25 30 19 22 136
21 21 30 20 24 20 14 28 175
22 20 23 23 28 25 22 33 174
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